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Appendix 6: Main issues raised in Regulation 18 Consultation and the Council’s response

General matters

General issues RBWM Council response

An early Plan review should be considered to deal with cross border
issues, including unmet needs arising from HMA partners.

The Submission BLP acknowledges that an early review of employment
and housing needs is likely to be necessary, potentially requiring an early
plan review.

Fulfilment of the Duty to Co-operate requirements has note been
adequate.

The Council considers it has adequately discharged the Duty to Co-
operate Requirements in regards to the preparation of the Submission
BLP. The details are set out in the Council’s Compliance Statement which
can be viewed on the Planning Policy page of the Council’s website.

The BLP does not take sufficient account of neighbourhood development
plans and should better reflect adopted NDP proposals.

The importance of Neighbourhood Plans and Neighbourhood Planning
process in undertaking local place-making has been recognised in the
Submission BLP.

The BLP should adopt neighbourhood plan policies for specific areas in
order to provide a strategic framework for the embodiment of locally
mandated development, especially with respect to the level of
development proposed for individual sites and design criteria

The strategic framework for the development of the Borough is set out in
the BLP. The outcomes of the Neighbourhood planning processes have
helped inform the development of the strategic framework set out in the
BLP. The importance of Neighbourhood Planning in undertaking local
place-making has been recognised in the Submission BLP.

Individual policies were poorly expressed with no regard to the holistic
impact of the policies which were often in conflict with each other.

The potential policy conflicts have been noted and resolved through the
Sustainability appraisal process. A number of policies have been
simplified or merged with other policies to aid clarity, reduce conflict and
provide a more holistic approach.

The evidence base should be updated and include an Infrastructure
Delivery Plan (IDP), housing land availability assessment & flood risk
assessment.

The Plan has been based on an extensive evidence base which can be
viewed at:
https://www3.rbwm.gov.uk/info/200414/local_development_framework
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General issues RBWM Council response

/592/monitoring_and_evidence/2
An IDP, Land Availability Assessment & Strategic Flood Risk Assessment

forms part of this.

Inadequate consideration has been given to Cross Rail The potential of the Elizabeth Line (Cross rail project) has been an
important component in the development of the Borough Local Plan. It
has been factored into evidence base studies and the Plan. As it
represents an economic benefit for the Borough and strongly supports
Maidenhead as a sustainable development location it is an important
element in the Spatial Strategy.

All references to Ascot as a "town" should be removed. Ascot is a village
with a district centre.

Noted

Strategic and non strategic policies

Strategic and non strategic policy Issues RBWM Council Response

Too many policies are unnecessarily strategic and the designation of sites as
strategic/non-strategic should be reassessed

As a result of the simplification and merging of policies to aid clarification
reduce conflict and provide a more holistic approach the number of
strategic policies has reduced.

Spatial vision and objectives

Spatial Vision and objectives issues RBWM Council response

Revisions to Objectives 1 and 2 are required to make Green Belt release
explicit and confirm support for the retention of the remaining Green
Belt.

The Council has clarified in the Submission BLP the details of the Green
Belt release. The Spatial strategy and Green Belt policies have been re-
inforced and clarified to make clear support for the retention of the
remaining Green Belt.

Special qualities objective is supported Noted

Meeting housing needs objective is supported Noted
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Spatial Vision and objectives issues RBWM Council response

Support for Objective 3 subject to addition of "as well as existing visitor
attractions across the borough." to the end of the first clause.

Noted

Support for Local Business Economy Objective Noted

Support for the objectives but concern that the BLP did not achieve the
aims in a number of instances

Noted

Objective on Sustainable Transport supported but further proposals are
required to implement it suggesting commitments to cycling
infrastructure and public transport funding, autonomous shared
transport and a cycle hire scheme.

Noted

Supported for the objective on Environmental Protection but considered
that the BLP proposals were in conflict with the aim.

Noted

Suggestion that "promote the greening of urban areas and retention of
green boundaries" should be added to the Environmental Protection
objective.

The Submission BLP supports the development of green infrastructure.

Open space and leisure objective should be redrafted to "Ensure that
new development contributes to providing open space within or outside
new development."

Noted

Climate Change and Biodiversity Objective should be amended to
promote a net gain in biodiversity through enhancement, creation and
connectivity of natural green space.

Noted
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

The spatial strategy with its urban expansion, commitment to meeting
the full OAN and limited green belt release is supported.

Noted

Support is given for high density development alongside associated
green space to support access to the natural environment for health and
well-being

Noted

The need for new homes is recognised but the spatial distribution does
not recognise existing constraints to development.

The Borough is subjected to a number of constraints including green belt,
nature conservation, heritage and flooding. These constraints have
informed the development of the Spatial Strategy as it has been
developed. The Council considers the Spatial Strategy to be a sustainable
approach to accommodate growth needs in the Borough to 2033.

Support for the provision of "garden villages" or a new settlement to
meet housing needs, rather than urban expansion.

The Spatial Strategy set out in the Submission BLP is considered a
sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth needs in the
Borough to 2033.

The preferred option of urban expansion is not supported. The Spatial Strategy set out in the Submission BLP is considered a
sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth needs in the
Borough to 2033.

Spatial strategy of urban expansion involving loss of land from the Green
Belt not supported.

The Spatial Strategy set out in the Submission BLP is considered a
sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth needs in the
Borough to 2033.

Exceptional circumstances for Green Belt release are demonstrable with
reference to the constraints in meeting the OAN for housing and
employment and previous judgements.

Noted

Exceptional circumstances for the release of land from the Green Belt
have not been adequately demonstrated by the plan. Achievement of
the OAN does not, in itself, constitute the exceptional circumstances for
Green Belt release.

The Council is satisfied that the exceptional circumstances case required
by the NPPF has been achieved. The exceptional circumstances case is
set out in the Submission BLP and supporting evidence.

Green Belt sites should be released during the latter phase of the plan
period once all non Green Belt sites have been developed.

Site release is largely dependant on land owner intentions and site
delivery constraints. A number of the larger green belt sites are
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

expected to come forward in the later stages of the plan period for these
reasons.

The housing requirement should be based on meeting local need rather
than stimulating additional demand by building homes which will be
occupied by in-migration to the borough.

The housing target set out in the Submission BLP is based on meeting full
objectively assessed housing need as set out in the 2016 Berkshire
SHMA. This is based on identifying local need.

The preservation of strategic green gaps is supported together with the
need to maintain a strategic gap between Maidenhead and Holyport,
Maidenhead and Cookham and Maidenhead and Windsor via the "Bray
Green Gap". The separation of the Cookhams from each other and Ascot
from Sunninghill and Sunningdale is vital to the character of the areas.

One of the purposes of Green Belt is to prevent the coalescence of
settlements and thus it is not considered necessary to identify strategic
green gaps.

Land to be removed from the Green Belt should be made explicit in the
plan.

More detailed plans showing land to be released from the Green Belt are
included in the draft Borough Local Plan (Submission version)

The OAN is too low and should be adjusted with respect to economic
forecasts (including Cross Rail) and affordability uplifts

The 2016 SMA sets out the objectively assessed housing need for the
Borough. The Council considers it provides the most up-to-date and
reliable assessment of full housing need for the Borough.

The OAN is too low and should be adjusted to take account of unmet
needs in surrounding areas including HMA partners and London.

The 2016 SMA sets out the objectively assessed housing need for the
Borough. The Council considers it provides the most up-to-date and
reliable assessment of full housing need for the Borough

The demographic starting point for the OAN should use the 2014 based
population and household forecasts. The CE forecasts used are out of
date. No Brexit adjustment should be made to economic forecasts. An
adjustment for Heathrow expansion should be included. The uplift
applied to increase affordable housing. A review of the SHMA is required

RBWM has commissioned JG Consulting to review the latest
demographic data available and contrast it with the data used by the
Berkshire SHMA. The purpose of this research was not to revise the
Objectively Assessed Need but to understand the potential impact of
latest forecasts. The projected population and household growth is lower
than the 2012-based projections.

It is considered too early to understand the impact of Brexit on the
economic forecasts.

At the time the SHMA was undertaken, there was no information
available on the timescale of delivery of additional airport capacity. This
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

will be factored into the next SHMA undertaken.

RBWM are awaiting the outcome of the Housing White Paper
consultation and anticipated further consultation on OAN methodology
changes.

The NPPG states that whilst population and household projections are
generally updated every 2 years, this does not automatically mean that
housing assessments are rendered outdated every time new projections
are issued.

The impact of migration from London and displaced migration to the
South East (that would have been accommodated within London under
the DCLG household assumption but have been diverted to the south
East under the Mayor’s alternative migration assumptions) have not
been addressed by the SHMA which does not factor in any uplift to
account for the alternative migration assumptions of the London SHMA
arguing that current migration trends already register higher levels that
no further uplift is required.

Migration patterns between London and the South East were factored
into the London Sensitivity Analysis scenario of the Berkshire SHMA.
RBWM continues to work with GLA and London boroughs under Duty to
Cooperate and changes to migration patterns will be one of the factors
that would constitute a meaningful change in the housing situation
prompting a requirement for an updated OAN assessment.

An OAN of 800 dpa is more appropriate - Barton Willmore Housing
Needs Technical Review indicates that using the latest ONS/CLG
projections would bring down the baseline OAN, CE forecasts used
should be updated. A selection of economic forecasts should be used CE,
OE, Experian. The uplift of 8% for affordability issues and household
formation rate adjustments is insufficient, a 20 – 25% uplift would be
more appropriate. .

RBWM has commissioned JG Consulting to review the latest
demographic data available and contrast it with the data used by the
Berkshire SHMA. The purpose of this research was not to revise the
Objectively Assessed Need but to understand the potential impact of
latest forecasts. The projected population and household growth is lower
than the 2012-based projections.

RBWM is awaiting the outcome of the Housing White Paper consultation
and anticipated further consultation on OAN methodology changes.

Green Belt constraint should be used to justify a housing requirement
below the OAN.

The 2016 SMA sets out the objectively assessed housing need for the
Borough. The Council considers it provides the most up-to-date and
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

reliable assessment of full housing need for the Borough

Suggest that 89% of OAN would be more appropriate with removal of
HA7, HA8, HA9, HA20, HA21, HA22, HA39 ad HA40 from the plan.

The 2016 SMA sets out the objectively assessed housing need for the
Borough. The Council considers it provides the most up-to-date and
reliable assessment of full housing need for the Borough

OAN should be reduced to 13,200 dwellings .
Object to the inclusion of a market uplift figure of 8% in the OAN. The
desirability of the area means that prices are high. The uplift will do little
to address affordability or aid delivery as reflected by the December
2016 Maidstone inspectors report.

The 2016 SMA sets out the objectively assessed housing need for the
Borough. The Council considers it provides the most up-to-date and
reliable assessment of full housing need for the Borough

Notwithstanding the intention to meet the full OAN for RBWM other
districts within the defined HMAs may have unmet needs which will need
to be addressed collectively for by the plans in the area. Suggest that in
the absence of an agreed position that there should be a commitment to
early review of the plan to address unmet housing needs post 2021.

Noted

A back loaded approach to delivery has been adopted which leaves the
borough in housing need in the earlier stages of the plan. Alternative
sites are required to meet the housing need.

The Spatial Strategy and site allocations set out in the Submission BLP are
considered a sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth
needs in the Borough over the plan period to 2033.

Phasing of the strategic allocations is required Noted

Further land should be allocated to fully meet the need in case of
delivery delay, 20% supply buffer and DTC contributions.

Delivery delay, supply buffers have been taken into account in the
identification of the housing supply as set out in the Submission BLP and
supporting evidence base. This supply is considered by the Council to be
adequate to deliver the Spatial Strategy and meet full growth needs in
the Borough.

The deliverability of the proposed allocations is questioned. Additional
site are required to meet the housing need

Delivery delay, supply buffers have been taken into account in the
identification of the housing supply as set out in the Submission BLP and
supporting evidence base. This supply is considered by the Council to be
adequate to deliver the Spatial Strategy and meet full growth needs in
the Borough.

Development should not be exclusively focused on the Maidenhead urban area The Spatial Strategy is based on a distribution of growth around the
borough. The Maidenhead area is a sustainable location in the borough
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

and has been identified as a growth location. However, two other
growth locations have also been identified along with a number of other
smaller locations.

Spatial distribution of residential development towards Maidenhead,
Datchet, Cookham Ascot and the Sunnings is too high for character,
highways and community infrastructure reasons.

The Spatial Strategy set out in the Submission BLP is considered a
sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth needs in the
Borough to 2033.

A settlement boundary for Maidenhead should be established to aid
clarification on the strategic policy approach.

The Submission Draft and the Policies Maps clarify Green Belt boundaries
and the status of land released from the Green Belt.

Stronger emphasis should be placed on achieving higher density within
the 'urban area of Maidenhead' rather than confining the approach to
Maidenhead Town Centre as defined by the Town Centre AAP.
Consideration of the extension of the defined town centre to the south
may support regeneration opportunities for the wider area

Maidenhead Town Centre and areas to the south are recognised in the
Submission BLP as a growth location where higher intensity development
to support regeneration and development will be acceptable. The
growth locations are identified on the policies map.

Objections to the collective allocation of HA6, HA7, HA8 and HA9 on
grounds of highways capacity. Alternative sites to the north of
Maidenhead, where highways networks could be improved, offered a
more appropriate direction of expansion for the town and that better
use of town centre sites could be made through high density, high rise
development..

The Spatial Strategy and site allocations set out in the Submission BLP are
considered a sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth
needs in the Borough over the plan period to 2033.

Development to the south of Maidenhead should only follow completion
of the M4 motorway upgrade to allow pollution impacts to be assessed.

The Submission BLP policies, including the site allocations have been
subject to a Sustainability Appraisal/Strategic Environmental Assessment
process. The Maidenhead sites south of the town centre are not
anticipated to come forward for development in the next five years and
may beyond completion of the Smart Motorway programme on the M4.

Maidenhead Town Centre infrastructure must be designed into the
proposed plans at the start of the process. Based on the amount of office
and residential space proposed in Maidenhead town centre, there must
be an allocation of parking space for offices - at least 5 spaces per 1,000
SQFT and at least 1 space for each bedroom in residential blocks of flats.

The 2017 Infrastructure Delivery Plan sets out the amount and type
Infrastructure required to support the development needs identified in
the Submission BLP, along with means of delivery. The IDP can be
viewed on the Planning Policy page of the Council’s website. Parking
standards will be set via a forthcoming Parking Strategy SPD.

Strategic allocations to the south of Maidenhead are to some extent The interdependence of these 3 sites is recognised and policy in the
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Spatial strategy Issues RBWM Council response

interdependent. Suggest Bullet point 8 refers to a ‘minimum of 2,530
dwellings' to be delivered across the three sites.

Submission BLP adjusted to reflect this.

Additional land must be found on the outskirts of Maidenhead - whether
Greenbelt or not - to accommodate family homes, with car parking and
gardens

The Submission BLP directs new development to provide a mix of
dwelling types and sizes to meet local needs.

Tall Buildings must be contained within the limits described in the AAP. Maidenhead Town Centre and areas to the south are recognised in the
Submission BLP as a growth location where higher intensity development
to support regeneration and development will be acceptable.

Further allocations are required in Windsor to meet the housing need The housing supply identified in the Submission BLP and supporting
evidence base is considered by the Council to be adequate to deliver the
Spatial Strategy and meet full growth needs in the Borough.

Datchet is a sustainable location for development. Noted

High density residential development should be supported in all
identified centres within the retail hierarchy, not just town centres.

Design, character and site characteristics will determine at the Planning
Application stages whether or not a site is capable of accommodating
high density residential development.

Spatial strategy of directing development to Ascot High Street is
supported

Noted

Level of development proposed for Ascot and Sunnings is too high and
unsustainable and would destroy the semi-rural character of the area.
The existing transport and education infrastructure could not support
any further development in this area. Sites proposed for development
by the plan could be redeveloped as appropriate development within the
Green Belt to ensure that defensible, appropriate Green Belt boundaries
were maintained in Ascot and the Sunnings.

The Spatial Strategy and site allocations set out in the Submission BLP are
considered a sustainable and robust approach to accommodate growth
needs in the Borough over the plan period to 2033. The distribution of
allocated development sites across the Borough, and the levels of
development proposed for them are considered to be an appropriate
response in light of the identified growth needs

Plan does not respond to the impacts of the Brexit decision on the
economy or the impact of Crossrail or Heathrow expansion.

It is considered too early to understand the impact of Brexit on the
economic forecasts.

The identification in the Spatial strategy of Maidenhead town centre and
areas to the south as a key growth location is a response to the
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forthcoming arrival of the Elizabeth line.

Contribution of windfall development in reducing the residual housing
requirement was considered to be too low

The contribution is based on the historical delivery of windfall sites in the
borough. The delivery rate is expected to continue and thus it is
considered to represent an appropriate level of supply from this source.

Concerned at the level of development in areas of flood risk The Council has taken a sequential approach to the assessment and
selection of sites. This has been done in accordance with an up-to-date
SFRA. The SFRA can be viewed on the Planning Policy pages of the
Council’s website.

Support for making best use of land within existing built up areas and
intensifying use of previously developed land, including the conversion of
underused community facilities and vacant offices to residential use.

Noted

A sequential approach to site selection with regards to flood risk should
be taken in accordance with an up to date SFRA.

The Council has taken a sequential approach to the assessment and
selection of sites. This has been done in accordance with an up-to-date
SFRA. The SFRA can be viewed on the Planning Policy pages of the
Council’s website.

The SHMA does not take into account the impact of Heathrow expansion
and does not adequately address the effects on Crossrail or Brexit on the
housing market. The estimate covers a period of some 20 years with a
very unlikely flat estimate. Realistic growth forecasts should be shown
based on the existing housing stock and numbers of residents.

It is too early to understand the impact of Brexit on the economic
forecasts.

At the time the SHMA was undertaken, there was no information
available on the timescale of delivery of additional airport capacity or the
effects of Crossrail on the local housing market. These will be factored
into the next SHMA undertaken.

RBWM are awaiting the outcome of the Housing White Paper
consultation and anticipated further consultation on OAN methodology
changes to understand the appropriateness of the current OAN
methodology used.

The 445,400 sq. ft. of floor space will accommodate between 1,878 and
4,450 staff members with space allocation of between 100 sq. ft. and

To check the validity of the findings of the Berkshire EDNAs in the local
context, RBWM has undertaken an assessment of the appropriateness of
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250sq. ft., per person. Currently there is enough office space across
Berkshire; with a generous space allowance per employee. 20,000 new
jobs across Berkshire by 2021 would require 5,000,000 sq. ft. of office
space (assuming all jobs were office based).

the broad sector classifications used in the Berkshire EDNAs and
employment density assumptions to the local circumstances in RBWM.
This sensitivity analysis has identified a higher net need for B1 floorspace
and a lower requirement for B8 warehousing; which would be analogous
to market trends.

The deliverability of some sites is questioned. Insufficient sites have been
allocated to meet the need and additional sites should be identified.

The housing supply identified in the Submission BLP and supporting
evidence base is considered by the Council to be adequate to deliver the
Spatial Strategy and meet full growth needs in the Borough.
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Concern for the liveability of centres under a "town cramming" approach
without adequate parking and highways capacity improvements and lack
of green space.

The Submission BLP has rationalised and clarified the design policies and
introduced a place-making approach to create a framework within which
sustainable and high quality development can take place. The IDP has
identified the level of infrastructure required to support this
development and set out how it will be delivered. This includes
transport and green space infrastructure to create high quality
development.

A review of strategic and non strategic policies is required to ensure
Neighbourhood plan policies can take precedence for local issues.

The importance of Neighbourhood Planning in undertaking local place-
making has been recognised in the Submission BLP. As part of the
rationalisation and clarification of policies in the plan to deal with
duplication a review of the Strategic/Non strategic policy split has been
undertaken. The number of strategic policies has reduced as a result.

Community led development should be supported where the proposals
are in general conformity with BLP strategic policies and/or where
proposals are contained in a Neighbourhood Plan

Noted

Policy SP3 (design policy) is too detailed to be considered strategic and
will undermine neighbourhood plan policies.

Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. The BLP now sets a sustainable framework for
placemaking within which detailed and area specific design guidelines
can be created. Policy SP3 is denoted as a non strategic policy.
Reference is now made in the Explanatory text to the opportunity for
local communities to set specific design policies and guidance through
Neighbourhood Plans.

Design policy is non specific with regard to the definition of high quality
design

Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified and make clear what is considered to be high
quality design.

The potential impact of tall buildings should be considered, including the
creationg of wind corridors and sunless zones.

Policy SP3 has been amended to make reference to the need to
demonstrate exceptional design quality and avoid unacceptable impacts.
The Explanatory text details potential adverse effects of tall buildings.
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Proposed Design SPD should be used to encourage significant climate change
and biodiversity support measures.

Noted

Preservation of the historic centre of Eton and the character of the
villages of Cookham and Datchet were considered to be poorly
supported by the policy and better supported by the respective local
design guidelines

Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. The BLP now sets a framework for
placemaking within which detailed and area specific design guidelines
can be created.

The design policies are too vague to be applied meaningfully. The BLP creates a framework for placemaking within which detailed and
area specific design guidelines can be created though Neighbourhood
Plans, Design Codes, Village Design Statements and SPD’s. Policy SP3
sets a robust set of general design principles for assessing individual
development applications across the Borough.

The relationship of new development to the adjoining waterway is key Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. Policy SP3 references the waterways and the
need for development to front onto water bodies.

Townscape and Landscape Character Assessments are out of date The Townscape and Landscape Character Assessments are noted in the Plan as
starting points for considering local character attributes and will be one of the
factors taken into account when the Council is assessing the design quality of
development proposals. It is acknowledged that these documents may need
updating by refering to “(any updating successors)” in the Explanatory Text.

Support the policy SP5 River Thames but suggest that Clause 3 includes
the wording, "maintain tree cover, conserve and enhance natural river
banks and their associated bankside and marginal vegetation and the
ecological value of the area, including its role as a wildlife network.”

Noted. Clause included in Policy in Submission BLP.

Support for the enhancement of the waterways in Maidenhead as a
leisure destination and the commitment made to preserving and
enhancing biodiversity along river corridors.

Noted

The entire Maidenhead Waterway is officially part of the River Thames,
with an irrevocable right of public navigation (albeit awaiting
restoration). It should be included in the Policies map and treated the
same as and have the same 'protect and improve' policy aims as for the

The Maidenhead Waterways form an important part of the blue/green
infrastructure in Maidenhead. The Submission BLP contains references
to the Maidenhead Waterways project and has introduced an Blue/green
infrastructure policy.
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rest of the Thames corridor. Explicit acknowledgement should also be
given to the 2009 Maidenhead Waterways Framework SPD which applies
to the whole of the Cookham to Bray waterway route, which passes
directly through Maidenhead town centre and is a key element of the
adopted AAP.

Policy SP6 requires rewording. It is not clear why the Council considers it
necessary to redraft and amend/augment national Green Belt policy in
Policy SP6. The Framework does not provide opportunities for
authorities to apply different and local tests for Green Belt development.
It is unnecessary for the Plan to add anything to national Green Belt
policy. The list in para 3 omits the re-use of buildings and the limited
infilling or partial or complete redevelopment of previously developed
sites which are identified as appropriate development in para 90 of the
NPPF. The re-use of buildings in para 90 is not limited to non-residential
uses. Para 3(f) refers to the replacement of an existing dwelling on a one-
for-one basis, t and is not consistent with NPPF Para 90. Para (5) sets out
additional tests for new buildings or structures associated with outdoor
sport and outdoor recreation. This is inconsistent NPPF Para 89. The
proposed tests in policy SP6 para 5 relating to essential facilities are
more onerous than national policy. This paragraph should be deleted.
Para (3) (b) to (e) all refer to agricultural and forestry workers dwellings
and should be within a single sub paragraph.
A comprehensive Green Belt review of villages washed over by the Green
Belt should be undertaken in accordance with NPPF Para 86. Where
settlements do not fulfil a Green Belt function they should be excluded
from the Green Belt and their detailed boundaries reappraised. The
defined settlement approach to the former recognised settlement areas
is in conflict with the NPPF. Villages in the Green Belt that do not
possesses an open character contributing to the openness of the Green
Belt should be excluded from the Green Belt, with the mechanism for

The policy has been reviewed and clarified in the Submission BLP and
local interpretation of national policy added.
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controlling their character relying on those factors set out NPPF Para 86.

The following Green Belt boundary adjustments should be made:

 boundary of Warren Row should be amended to include
Beckfords and Woodlands within the Recognised Settlement
area boundary.

 Horton, Earleydene & Woodside should be settlements
excluded from the Green Belt.

 Adjustment to the Green Belt boundary around the Ascot
Grand Stand

 Removal of areas from the Green Belt of areas likely to be
required for delivery of Eton College's Strategic Building
Development Plan

 Release Green Belt to achieve infill development adjacent to
settlement at Land at Stubbings Farm

 Align Green Belt boundaries at Cornonation House,
cornantion road Ascot with footpath to the rear of the
property.

 Land at Grove House, Maidenhead, garden at Coronation
House, Ascot, Land at Furze Platt, Land at the junction of
Tarbay Lane and Oakley Green Road, Oakley Green, Windsor,
Land at Crimp Hill, Land at Grove Park, Land at Orleton,
Earleydene, Land at Henley Road, Stubbings, Land at Crown
Farm, Eton Wick, Land at Blackamoor Lane, Maidenhead, Land
at Woodside Road, Woodside, Ascot should be excluded from
the Green Belt

The Spatial Strategy, green belt releases and site allocations set out in
the Submission BLP are considered a sustainable and robust approach to
accommodate growth needs in the Borough over the plan period to
2033. The green belt releases, distribution of allocated development
sites across the Borough, and the levels of development proposed for
them are considered to be an appropriate response in light of the
identified growth needs. The Council does not consider further releases
are justified or required.

Request that recognition for important PDL sites in the Green Belt is
reinstated for the college campus with a specific policy revision for SP6 in
support of development and infilling of important large-scale Green Belt
PDL.

The Spatial Strategy, green belt releases and policy approaches and site
allocations set out in the Submission BLP are considered a sustainable
and robust approach to accommodate growth needs in the Borough over
the plan period to 2033. The green belt releases, distribution of
allocated development sites across the Borough, and the levels of
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development proposed for them are considered to be an appropriate
response in light of the identified growth needs. The Council does not
consider further releases are justified or required.

Request that an allocation for the operational area of Eton College is
made to allow redevelopment of the estate to an agreed masterplan to
be adopted as SPD.

Noted

Policy SP7 should be deleted and the policy aims should be included
within SP6.

Policy has been deleted and Green Belt policies in the draft BLP
(Submission version) have been rationalised into SP6.

Safeguarded land should be identified to meet longer term development
needs and ensure that Green Belt boundaries will not need to reviewed
at the end of the plan period in accordance with NPPF Para 85

Following further work on employment needs the Council is protecting
the Triangle site for potential long term Employment.
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Housing issues RBWM Council response

Meeting the housing need was supported Noted

Suggested alternative locations for housing development include: Broom
Farm; Combermere Barracks; Crown Estate land; Eton Wick; Fifield; Furze
Platt; Holyport; Ockwells Park; Old Windsor; White Waltham Airfield;
Wooley Green.

The Council has undertaken a robust assessment of proposed
development sites which focuses development on previously developed
land. If additional sites are promoted of sufficient size each will be
assessed through the HELAA to determine deliverability.

Allocation of land to the south of the proposed allocation at HA11 is
considered preferable in terms of flood risk, landscape impacts and
impacts on existing residents. The allocation should be extended to
include land to the south of HA11 to meet the full housing need for the
plan period. Alternatively land to the south should be allocated instead
of HA11

An area south of the proposed allocation of HA11 was assessed in the
Edge of Settlement Analysis (2016) as making a strong contribution to
both preventing sprawl and encroachment, which informed the HELAA
(2016) deliverability classification of this area as ‘Not developable in the
next 15 years.’

The following potential sites have been identified as part of the
Maidenhead Neighbourhood Plan process:
1: Land between St Marks Hospital and Cemetery - size not established
but potential for 25 homes. 137 Boyn Valley Road - smaller but similar to
Middlehurst as currently occupied by commercial business.
2: Small triangle of Green Belt land - between Ockwells Road and Thurlby
Way - approx. 10 dwellings.
3: Land south of Cox Green - and north of Ockwells Road. This land is not
Green Belt but is protected by covenant to preserve the setting of
Ockwells Manor. However, the Manor is obscured by vegetation even in
winter. Consideration should be given to developing the northern and
eastern side along Shoppenhangers Road and Cox Green Road. This
would still leave substantial open space to the south and west of the site
- along Ockwells Road.

Sites of sufficient size promoted to the Council will inform site
assessment work undertaken as part of the HELAA. Sites should be
promoted through the proforma available on the Council’s website,
including a red line of the site.

Respondents also supported the provision of "garden villages" or a new
settlement to meet housing needs.

The development of a ‘garden village’ or new settlement has not been
progressed due to previous work through the Sustainability Appraisal
which assessed such a proposal as unreasonable.
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Clarify which housing sites which are strategic. Policy HO1 included a list of sites considered to be strategic in nature.
Revisions to Policy HO1 show which sites are considered to form part of
growth locations.

Evidence base to support allocation of individual sites insufficient . Need
further impact assessments for biodiversity (including mitigation
measures), air quality and further flood risk assessment work.

A large amount of site assessment work has been undertaken, which has
informed the allocation of individual sites. This includes an assessment of
constraints, including flood risk and biodiversity.

Site assessments lacked robustness and selection/non-selection of sites
with very similar strengths and weaknesses is not consistent.

The Council considers the site assessment and selection process suitably
robust.

Site selection process should have regard to an up to date SFRA. Where
flood risk a key consideration the site proforma should detail whether
the land is within Flood Zone 2 or 3. These sites should not be put
forward for development allocation unless other potential sites located
in areas at lower risk of flooding are not available.

The site selection process considers flooding as one of a number of
constraints. It is not considered necessary to state whether sites are
located in a particular Flood Zone due to the changing nature of flood
maps.

Sufficient sites have not been allocated to meet the need in view of site
specific deliverability constraints. Site capacities appear to have been
increased for a number of sites without justification. Master planning is
required to demonstrate the required capacity is deliverable.

In some cases sites capacities have been changed to take account of
recent assessment work, and further information from land owners and
developers submitted during, and after public consultations.

Sites located within flood zone 3a with no safe access and egress cannot
be viewed as deliverable.

Noted.

Site allocation pro-forma need to be strengthened with all development
levels set out as maxima rather than minima.

Site proforma have been amended to include reference to ‘approximate’
levels of development.

Site pro-forma should include open space requirements in accordance
with Neighbourhood Plan proposals.

Allocated sites will need to comply with the open space standards set out
in the Borough Local Plan.

There are other areas of Green Belt identified for analysis in the Jan 2014
Preferred Options Consultation that are omitted from the BLP. If they
have been omitted after due consideration the BLP should explain their
exclusion.

Some sites consulted on previously have not been proposed as
allocations. The HELAA (2016) sets out information regarding site
assessments.

The windfall allowance is too high, representing 14% of planned supply.
Evidence to support the windfall contribution is required. The windfall

The Small Sites Analysis appended to the HELAA (2016) sets out the
justification for the windfall allowance.
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allowance should be limited to 83dpa and alternative site allocations
made in order to meet housing needs.

Windfall sites should be deliverable in the early stages of the plan period
ahead of Green Belt sites.

The nature of windfall sites means that they will come forward
throughout the plan period. It is not possible to delay the development
of greenfield sites as a result.

The windfall allowance should not include development on residential
gardens.

Noted. Calculations for windfall allowance are based on past trends,
where development on residential gardens has been excluded.

Evidence for the capacity and deliverability of a number of the proposed
allocations has not been demonstrated.

The HELAA (2016) sets out the deliverability classification of the sites
proposed.

Housing mix and type should be specified and reflect the SHMA Policy HO2 has been amended to make reference to the mix of dwelling
types and sizes in the Berkshire SHMA 2016, and successor documents.

The housing mix should reflect the needs of the communities and seek to
balance the housing stock over and above market demand.

Noted. Policy HO2 provides further detail on Housing Mix and Type.

The mix of homes should be specified in the policy. One bedroom flats
should be excluded from the total and only 25% of the total
accommodation of two bedroom flats should be included on an annual
planning basis. Where possible provision for three bedroom flats should
be included in the mix of dwelling types.

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type sets out the approach taken.

High density, flatted development will not meet the need. High density development is proposed in highly sustainable locations
such as Maidenhead town centre. In other parts of the borough lower
density development will be more appropriate, and will provide a mix of
housing types and tenures to help meet local need.

Neighbourhood Plans will be an invaluable source of reference to
determine the appropriate mix, type and size of dwellings for
development proposal.

Noted

The BLP should plan positively to meet the needs of the older population. Policy HO2 and the accompanying Explanatory text seek to provide a
flexible, accessible, adaptable and age friendly housing stock that meets
the needs of all groups.

A requirement to demonstrate need in the local area should be
introduced for residential care facilities in HO2.

Policy HO2 has been adjusted to take account of local community need.
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The need for care homes has already been demonstrated by the SHMA
which identifies a need for 742 bed spaces. Applicants should not need
to further demonstrate need in the local area.

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type sets out the approach, to ensure a
variety of housing types and tenures.

Policy should recognise the changing demographic and the higher
proportion of older people in the population. The delivery of a suitable
range of housing stock is required to meet the needs of the ageing
population.

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type sets out an appropriate approach to
meeting the needs of current and future projected households.

The impact of the inclusion of the 20% wheelchair accessibility needs to
satisfy PPG tests and be subjected to viability testing

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type has been amended

Not all sites are appropriate for the inclusion of a mix of dwelling sizes
and tenures. Some flexibility should be included in the policy in Clause 1a

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type is considered appropriate in seeking a
mix of housing types and tenures.

The provision of wheelchair accessible development is considered too
onerous. A target for the provision of wheelchair adaptable
accommodation is considered more appropriate

Policy HO2 Housing Mix and Type has been amended

The wording in the sentence regarding extensions and PD may introduce
confusion within the planning process as it appears to suggest that
extensions to properties do not require planning permission. In the
context of permitted development some extensions may not, but others
do. The insertion of the word "some" at the beginning of the sentence
would remove this perception.

Text amended.

Sufficient commitment to affordable housing provision has not been
expressed.

The Council is committed to ensuring increased levels of affordable
housing are provided across the borough. The Council considers the
inclusion of a policy that specifically supports affordable housing
provision is sufficient. The threshold for providing affordable housing has
been reduced, which will increase supply.

A 30% level of affordable housing provision at is considered too low and
inadequate to meet the need identified by the evidence base. All
development should contribute to the provision of affordable housing,
regardless of size.

Viability evidence has shown that the affordable housing threshold is
justified. The threshold for requiring affordable housing has been
lowered to take account of planning practice guidance.
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Commuted sum payments in lieu of affordable housing in Ascot and the
Sunnings should not be accepted

Policy HO3 Affordable Housing states that commuted sums will only be
acceptable in specific circumstances.

"Affordable” and particularly social housing should be evenly spread
across the borough; creating concentrations of any type of tenure should
be avoided to ensure diversity and sustainability.

As set out in Policy HO3, affordable housing will be sought on all relevant
development proposals across the borough.

Affordability of 'affordable rent' products as 80% of market rent is still
considered to be unaffordable to households with average incomes for
the area

Noted

Local families/keyworkers and young people should receive priority with
regard to the purchase/rental of homes within the proposed
developments.

Noted

Off site provision of affordable homes is unworkable in RBWM due to the
land supply constraints.

Policy HO3 Affordable Housing states that the on site provision of
affordable housing is the priority.

The role of the council as land owner is an opportunity to provide high
levels of genuinely affordable housing to rent on council owned land

The Council will pursue the delivery of affordable housing on publicly
owned sites through the Joint Venture, to provide a suitable mix of types
and tenures, including affordable housing. Further information will
become available as the sites come forward for development.

Meeting housing need should not be met at the expense of existing
businesses a

Noted

Affordable Housing Rural Exception Sites should comply with the strictest
environmental standards such as code 4 or higher under sustainable
homes, waste and water management, protection and enhancement of
biodiversity, maintaining or creating new wildlife corridors and using at
least 5% renewable energy

It is not considered appropriate to require specific environmental
standards on particular sites.

Flexibility in the application of the policy is required. The provision of
affordable housing will need to consider economic viability, market
conditions and other infrastructure requirements. In addition there
should be a flexible approach to product mix especially in view of
government introduction of new affordable tenures

Policy HO3 Affordable Housing states that the viability of developing sites
will be considered.
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Those living on traditional roaming boats should be recognised as a
distinct group to be protected by policy like other nomadic groups and
that riverside mooring should be restricted to roaming boats not floating
houses.

Noted

Object to the stepped trajectory. Noted

Support for the exceptional delivery of affordable housing supported by
market housing.

Noted

Include flood consideration in Clause D of Policy HO4 and include an
additional clause requiring "Adequate on-site utilities, including water
resources and supply, waste disposal and treatment, are provided.”

Policy HO4 Gypsies and Travellers has been amended to include clause
(e) to refer to onsite utilities.

HO5 and SP3 should be combined to avoid repetition Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. Policy HO5 has been combined with SP3

Amenity in residential development should be secured within Policy SP3
or HO5.

Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. Policy HO5 has been combined with SP3

Replication of existing patterns in new development should not dictate
proposed development density. The policy should recognise that design
which will not adversely affect an area may be demonstrable without
replicating existing patterns.

Policy HO5 Housing Density sets out the approach to housing density,
recognising that higher density residential schemes are appropriate in
some areas.

Policy HO8 supports development in residential gardens. This is contrary
to NPPF intentions. Garden development should only be permitted in
exceptional circumstances.

Noted. Policy HO8 has been deleted.

Policy HO8 criterion need to be amended to include ways to reduce rain
water run-off by using permeable surfaces and rain water harvesting.
Another criterion should be added so that the proposal has measures to
contribute to green corridors, so as to contribute to biodiversity (as
required by the NPPF).

Noted. Policy HO8 has been deleted. Policy SP3 Design and character of
new development, and Policy IF3 Green and Blue Infrastructure support
green and blue infrastructure schemes. Further information will be
included in the Borough Design Guide SPD.
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Support the approach to intensification and redevelopment of existing
employment sites to meet the employment floorspace required over the
plan period

Noted the policies reflect this in the Submission BLP

Employment designations should not be retained unless viable in
accordance with NPPF Para 22.

Noted

Economic development needs are poorly defined. The 2013 CE forecasts
are out of date. The council has not adequately assessed the land or
floorspace needs. Proceeding on past trends does not meet NPPF para
161 requirements

The Submission BLP has changed the approach and an early review is
planned for this topic.

Neither the supporting text or policy of ED1 mention requirements
associated with economic development including staff parking, transport
links and infrastructure. These matters should be referenced as
important considerations.

These are covered by other policies in the BLP

Policies to protect employment designations should be considered in
light of the forecast employment floorspace requirements. In view of the
expected 13% windfall contribution it is expected that a number of
employment sites could contribute to meeting housing needs. While the
current policy complies with NPPF Para 17, where less efficient
employment sites could be redeveloped to increase employment
floorspace applicants should be able to demonstrate that other sites
could be released for residential development.

The points are noted and in order to protect the Green Belt, reusing
brownfield land is important. Effectiveness of policies in the submission
BLP will be monitored.

Note that 7 sites (HA12, 13, 15, 17, 26,27 and 29) currently in
employment use are proposed wholly for residential allocation and a
further 6 (HA1,2,4,5,10 and 25) are proposed for mixed use
development. The plan does not quantify the level of employment
floorspace to be retained / re-provided at these sites. Without clear
quantities, there can be no assurance that the required level of
floorspace is delivered. The proposed provision of employment land on

The points are noted, but the Green Belt will be protected and the
effective of policies will be considered and the evidence base for the
Economy topic will be updated. Some sites will be subject to
development frameworks or design briefs.
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HA9 should be specified to ensure that the level of provision on the site
will be sufficient to re-provide the level of floorspace lost by reason of
the residential allocations (approximately 6.8ha). The residential
development is accepted but the resultant loss of employment
floorspace should be quantified. Consider the allocation of Lower Mount
Farm as industrial land to help to ensure that a variety of employment
sites continue to be provided in the borough.

The Plan fails to allocate sufficient replacement commercial land for sites
proposed for residential conversion, or providing suitable sites for small
and medium sized business start ups.

Effectiveness of policies in the submission BLP will be monitored.

acknowledgement of the role of the Farmer's Market in providing a
means for small local food producers to sell direct to customers, without
the need to own or rent a permanent retail outlet

Not sure how this can be reflected in policies?

Tables 11 and 12 and their explanations are confusing. In particular, they
do not adequately explain the difference between the three scenarios
with any clarity

The layout of the plan has changed and more information will be in the
topic paper.

Specify the intended housing and employment mix on mixed use sites Some sites will be subject to development frameworks or design briefs
where this information will be made clearer.

Stafferton Way should be listed as Warehousing It has 3 areas and these should be clear in the BLP.

Support the reuse of the Alma Road/Imperial House site for residential
use since the current extant permission appears to no longer reflect
market demand.

There is demand for modern high quality offices and we wait for an
appropriate development to come forward.

Land at Lower Mount Farm should be allocated as an industrial site. See comment above.

Land at Grove Park should be released from the Green Belt for either a
mixed use development retaining modern office blocks to the south or
intensification of the business use with allocation as a business park
under ED2

There are proposals for the land in the BLP.

Object to the allocation of the Switchback Office Park within the B2
industrial allocation at Furze Platz. Part 1 of the policy should better

It is important for the BLP to deliver sustainable development, which
must include economic activity, so retaining employment land is
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reflect Para 22 of the NPPF by not restricting development to
"economically beneficial uses" where other development may support
sustainable communities

important.

Land to the south of Furze Platt industrial allocation should be allocated
for residential development instead of B2.

It is important for the BLP to deliver sustainable development, which
must include economic activity, so retaining employment land is
important.

New development must include a basic level of parking of 5 parking
spaces per 1,000 sqft of office space, this space must be within the
curtilage of the building or new parking spaces within 4 mins walk of the
proposed office.

This is covered by other policies in the plan and an SPD.

In recognition of the continued need for employment land the allocation
of HA26 for sole residential use is questioned. The proposed allocation
at Shirley Avenue should be extended to the north to include the whole
Vale Road Industrial estate. The whole site should be allocated for mixed
use employment compatible with residential use and residential
development of approximately 130 dwellings.

This will be a mixed use site.

Eextensive marketing evidence required by Policy ED3 for change of use
of employment land is contrary to NPPF Para 22 and is considered
contrary to the established PD rights for office to residential conversion.

It is important for the BLP to deliver sustainable development, which
must include economic activity, so retaining employment land is
important.
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Contribution that residential development can make to centres is
acknowledged and the need to maintain vitality and vibrancy is
supported for all centres within the retail hierarchy.

These comments are noted.

Consider inclusion for support for small business start ups within the plan
objectives.

The Economy chapter is intended to support a range of businesses including
start ups.

Support for allocation of residential development in the town centre to
support the daytime and night time economy.

Noted

Welcome the recognition of Dedworth Road West a s local centre as well
as Dedworth Road/Vale Road.

Noted

The BLP does not appear to offer any positive encouragement for
businesses to invest in Maidenhead. Planning policies should be positive,
promote competitive town centre environments in accordance with
NPPF

This point is disputed, there are positive design policies, Town Centre and Retail
policies as well as positive policies on the economy.

Request inclusion of the following Para to the supporting text "Studies
have also shown that Farmers' Markets have the following benefits:
More money is spent in the local economy, and it circulates in the
locality for longer. There is high knock-on spending in other shops on
market days They provide an outlet for local produce, helping to start
new local businesses and expand existing ones. - they reinforce local job
and business networks, maintaining local employment." and "The
successful monthly Farmers' Market and weekday street markets ensure
that: - more money is spent in the local economy, and it circulates in the
locality for longer there is high knock-on spending in other shops on
market days. - an outlet is provided for local produce, helping to start
new local businesses and expand existing ones . local job and business
networks are reinforced, maintaining local employment."

There is a policy on markets in the plan.
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There should be an aspiration to improve Maidenhead Town Centre's
position in the retail rankings (344th).

Noted

Large, flexible retail units should be encouraged and support of
amalgamating units to fulfil the needs of larger retailers.

There are new retail developments coming forward during the plan period and
they may include formats to meet this need.

The policy should aim to encourage community facilities in the town
centre together with family orientated leisure within and on the edge of
town.

Noted

Loss of A1 in the prime retail frontages should be resisted There are policies covering this matter in the plan.

Policy TR2 should be reviewed to give further flexibilities to the uses
permitted within the primary and secondary frontages as defined within
the BLP

This depends where the property is in the centre and the policies degree of
flexibility varies according to how close to the centre.

Proposed visitor development area should be reviewed to define "visitor
development" and ensure that other beneficial forms of development
are not excluded from the defined area

Not exactly clear what this representation is proposing.

AAP Policy MT6 on Tall Buildings should be reinstated Noted

Policy TR4 is supported. The wording "limited scope in each district
centre" conflicts with the policy and should be changed to "some scope".

Noted

The impact threshold of 500sqm is too high for a district centre. Noted, the policy is considered proportionate.

Contribution that residential development can make to centres should
be acknowledged and the need to maintain vitality and vibrancy is
supported for all centres within the retail hierarchy.

Noted
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Enhancement of the riverside in Maidenhead was supported, particularly
with regard to the provision of food and drink and leisure facilities close
to the river together with parking and street furniture, not just flatted
development

Noted

Support the stated objective of supporting and promoting the key
heritage attractions of Windsor, Ascot and the River Thames. Support
the inclusion of requirements 2b and 5 for the protection afforded to
heritage assets and the character of an area.

Noted

Waterways and Heritage Centre in Maidenhead should be included in
Policy VT1

The Waterways Project is considered in other areas of the Submission
BLP (including Design and Green and Blue Infrastructure and Rights of
Way and Access to the Countryside))

By “..bringing the Thames into town”, the waterway will substantially
enhance Maidenhead’s attraction to visitors. The BLP should specifically
acknowledge and support the Waterways project.

The Waterways Project is acknowledged in a number of areas of the
Submission BLP (including Design and Green and Blue Infrastructure and
Rights of Way and Access to the Countryside)

Existing visitor attractions should be recognised as a focus for visitors and
further visitor related development. Policy VT1 is not in accordance with
the NPPF as it currently reflects a presumption against development. .

Policy VT1 in the Submission BLP has been rationalised and revised to
provide a positive approach to the historic environment.

An additional clause in support of the enhancement of the racecourses
and Windsor Castle and Legoland as existing visitor attractions should be
added to Policy VT1..

The Borough recognises the important contribution of these areas to the
local economy but does not consider specific additional reference to be
necessary.
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Support positive strategy for the historic environment that valued the
intrinsic value of historic buildings and their settings.

Noted

The recognition of the historic setting of the Thames supported Noted

Concern that the historic place evidence base is inadequate. Evidence
base should refer to the Conservation Appraisals and East Berkshire
Historic Landscape Character Assessment.

Noted

Greater recognition of archaeology is required in the supporting text
with reference to the Historic Environment Record and possibly the
Historic Landscape Character Assessment.

The historic environment policies have been rationalised to provide a clearer
and more robust policy framework for Heritage assets.

“Heritage Assets" definition should be in accordance with the NPPF
glossary definition.

Noted

A specific policy for Windsor Castle is unnecessary. HE1 and HE2 together
provide the required protections. The policy should be deleted.

The Council has retained the Windsor Castle policy as it is considered to provide
local and specific guidance for an important local and national heritage asset .

Support Policy HE8 Local Heritage Assets Suggest that heritage assets at
risk are identified to include Beenham's Heath Conservation Area, Noah's
Boathouse and the Royal Mausoleum and a commitment to monitor
them is set out in the plan in accordance with NPPF Para 126. Include a
paragraph to commit the council to monitoring buildings and heritage
assets at risk and ensure that schemes to positively repair and maintain
the assets are considered, and, as a last resort, to use statutory powers.
Suggest Policy HE8 is not restricted to those assets already on the list.

Noted
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Reference should be made to the MW Framework for all waterway sites Noted

Local planning authorities no longer have the power to add local technical
standards or requirements relating to the construction, internal layout or
performance of new dwellings at higher levels than Building Regulations.

Noted. Design policies in the draft BLP (Submission version) have been
rationalised and clarified. Policy NR1 has been combined with SP3

Policy NR3 supported Noted

The Jubilee River is a flood defence that incorporates a wetland feature and is
not considered a SUDs scheme. Land associated with the River Thames Scheme
should also be safeguarded by the policy at Clause 7. Suggested rewording of
the policy at Clause 1 to reference the SFRA Level 1 and Clause 2.b. to reference
the flood zone designation. Confirm at point 4 that the exception test will still
apply.

The supporting text and policy has been amended to incorporate comments
made.

Policy confuses and combines two quite different issues – flood relief and the
Maidenhead waterway. Maidenhead waterway is NOT a flood defence scheme

Noted

Policy should support the role that trees and woods can play in terms of water
management

The word 'must' in Clause 3 should be replaced with 'should' to be consistent
with the wording of Clause 2 and Clause 5. Clause 3c is vaguely worded and
could be construed as preventing development on flood risk grounds even
where it has passed the sequential test (and exceptions test if required), which
is not consistent with the NPPF. Clause 3c should be deleted or amended to
ensure it does not go beyond the requirements of the NPPF or conflict with the
sequential test approach.

‘must’ has been replaced with ‘should’ to be consistent. Clause 3C is
considered to be clear and is retained. There is not considered to be a conflict
with the sequential approach. Reference to the planning practice guidance has
been added in the supporting text.

Policy only requires a flood risk assessment for development of 1 Ha or more in
flood zone 1 and development in flood zone 2 and 3 in accordance with the
NPPF.

Noted
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The requirement for cumulative impact to be assessed is too onerous and is
only required for development requiring Environmental Assessment. Clause 1
should be removed.

The Council does not agree; it is appropriate for this to be demonstrated
at planning application stage.

Object to lack of cumulative impact assessment on air quality for the plan. Noted

Specific requirements for all artificial lighting to be directional and focused with
cowlings to reduce light spill into river corridors and other wildlife corridors
within the Borough.

This is detail which would be picked up at planning application stage and
which it would be appropriate, in principle, to control through a planning
condition.

Part 4 should be deleted from Policy EP4. Development proposals should be
assessed on an individual basis. Borough wide standards would be restrictive
and onerous

The Council does not agree; whilst proposals should be assessed on an
individual basis it is appropriate to indicate what noise standards
proposals will be assessed against in order to achieve acceptable internal
noise levels on noise sensitive developments.

Plan should reflect the aim of the NPPF by ensuring that existing and new
development will not contribute to water pollution and that the aim of the
Water Framework Directive of achieving good ecological classification in the
borough’s waterbodies, or at least ensure there is no deterioration within said
classification. It should also reflect the targets and objectives set out for your
local authority in the Thames RBMP.

Noted
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With the scale of growth proposed for Maidenhead the waterways as a public
amenity and source of open space should be acknowledged and supported.

The Waterways Project is acknowledged in a number of areas of the
Submission BLP (including Design and Green and Blue Infrastructure and
Rights of Way and Access to the Countryside)

Amend Policy NE1 to ensure that all new developments next to rivers will not
lead to the deterioration of the ecological status of the waterbodies and where
feasible will contribute to raising their status.

This is covered in Policy NR3 Nature Conservation

Amend policy NE1 to ensure that fragmentation of existing habitats is avoided
and, enhanced connectivity is secured where feasible

This is covered in Policy NR3 Nature Conservation

Amend policy NE1 to afford protection for ancient woodland This is now covered in Policy NR2 Trees, Woodlands and Hedgerows
The cumulative impacts on biodiversity should be considered through the
Sustainability Appraisal Process.

Noted

Amend Clause 3 of NE3 to refer to the health and quality of the tree, woodland
or hedgerow.

The health and quality of the tree, woodland or hedgerow would be
identified in the submitted tree survey to British Standard.

Correct reference to the publication date of British Standard 5837 to 2012.
Correct references to “Ockwells Park” to read “Ockwells Park and Nature
Reserve, Cox Green”

Noted

Include the Natural England definition of Green Infrastructure. Included.
Open Space Audit should be available as a supporting document to the plan. Noted
Support the designation of Poundfield as local green space Noted
Object to allocation of Poundfierld as local green space The Draft Plan in
respect of Policy NE5 Poundfield Local Green Space is unsound in failing
adequately consider reasonable alternatives has failed the legal requirement to
produce a robust Sustainability Appraisal in this regard. The policy should be
deleted.

The policy is in compliance with the NPPF

Policy NE6 should be amended to include criteria for biodiversity protection This is picked up in Policy NR3 Nature Conservation
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An infrastructure delivery plan should be prepared to demonstrate the
deliverability of infrastructure to support the development proposed.

The Submission Plan evidence base includes an IDP

Policy IF1 should be amended to allow choice for education facilities, as well as
need.

This is covered in the NPPF

Opposed to the relocation of the leisure centre. The existing site is considered
to be more accessible by non car users and supports the town centre through
linked trips. Loss of green belt, car parking on the existing site and the impact
on the GP surgery of concern. Exceptional circumstances for Green Belt release
have not been demonstrated. Highways capacity insufficient to accommodate
the relocation and that the provision of sufficient car parking would be
problematic. Provision of multi-storey car parking would not be sympathetic to
the surroundings

A sequential assessment has been completed in relation to the re-
location of the Leisure Centre together with other evidence base work
which supports the allocation.

Policy IF2 should include a requirement to provide safe pedestrian and cycle
access to the site from the town centre, and across the A308 to the proposed
allocations to the south of Maidenhead

The policy basis to secure this is covered in the BLP and through
CIL/Section 106.

Design of Leisure Centre should be sensitive to Cemetery and Braywick Nature
Reserve

Noted

Use of the Local Transport Plan is flawed since it was produced in 2012 before
the development proposed was envisaged or allocated sites identified. It is not
considered an appropriate evidence base to inform the resolution of transport
problems such as acute traffic congestion and lack of parking through the BLP.

The BLP is supported by a 2017 Transport Model

Production of Highways Design Guide and Parking Strategy SPD supported Noted

Parking in centres has not been adequately considered Parking has been considered in the infrastructure section of the BLP and
more detailed consideration will be given to the design of parking
through the Design SPD.

Further parking would be required at Maidenhead station to serve the
increased population and Crossrail commuters.

Noted

Car parks in Maidenhead are operating at capacity. With high vehicle Parking has been considered in the infrastructure section of the BLP and
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ownership, additional car parking is required to support retail and offices and
for the proposed residents. Car parking spaces will need to reflect these
increases. Unless parking, accessibility and infrastructure issues are addressed,
Maidenhead's attractiveness will diminish

more detailed consideration will be given to the design of parking
through the Design SPD.

A modal shift from private car use was not supported by the plan The BLP is supported by a 2017 Transport Model, the relevant reports
form part of the evidence base.

Object to the support for the car parking standards set out in Neighbourhood
Plans. The application of a number of different standards within on local
authority could inadvertently steer/hinder development in specific areas. A
borough wide standard should be set to provide transparency and consistency
which should also consider local circumstances and character

Noted

Crossrail" should be referred to as "The Elizabeth Line" from operation Noted and done
New motorway grade link for the M40, M4 and M3 to be achieved in RBWM by
upgrade of the A404 should be considered to alleviate congestion around A308
near Bray and Holyport

Noted

Proposals for a Bypass linking Slough Road and Majors Farm Road would take
traffic out of the centre of the village but may become a rat run and raise air
pollution level

Noted

Level of growth will lead to an increase in east/west commuting along the A4
leading to increased congestion and pollution in Taplow. Consider the A4 to be
operating above capacity to the east of Maidenhead near Taplow

The BLP is supported by a 2017 Transport Model

Cross border consideration with Bracknell Forest is required in view of the high
level of development proposed in both districts at and adjacent to Ascot.

The BLP is supported by a 2017 Transport Model and cross border
transport matters are covered in the IDP and Compliance Statement

Capacity of existing highways and community infrastructure insufficient
to accept further development. The concentrations of development in
Ascot and the Sunnings, Cookham, Datchet, Maidenhead and Windsor of
particular concern.

Infrastructure requirements are set out in the IDP

Transport modelling should be undertaken to demonstrate the impact of the
plan proposals on the highway network and specify required any mitigating
actions required in allocation policies.

The BLP is supported by a 2017 Transport Model and mitigation actions
in relation to allocation sites covered in the IDP

Proposed provision of green open space infrastructure insufficient. The plan is supported by an open space audit and contains open space
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standards at appendix C

Ockwell Park would be too distant from Maidenhead town centre to
have relevance

Noted

Emergency services should be listed as a stand alone infrastructure type Noted and done in the IDP
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Additional indicators for Monitoring Indicator 8 should include the
number and percentage of assets on the Heritage at Risk Register and
the number and percentage of Conservation Areas with an up to date
character appraisal.

Noted. Suggested change to Monitoring Indicator made

The climate change and biodiversity targets do not satisfy the
requirements of the NPPF. Additional targets should be included.
Planned yearly net gain in biodiversity with new developments measured
in ecological units as per the DEFRA 2012 guidance, number of
developments with effective SUDS features, amount of green
infrastructure provided, amount of priority habitat lost and gained. A
Biodiversity Action Plan would provide for biodiversity monitoring.

Noted. Monitoring indicator adjusted to take comments into account.
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HA1 Responses were fairly evenly split between support for and
objection to the residential development of the site.

Objections to:

 Site assembly as an issue regarding deliverability of this
proposal within the specified timeframe.

 Potential for disruption during any construction.
Emphasised the need to ensure that the railway line
remained open at all times.

 Site would be better developed as a transport
interchange with improvements to the existing circulation
of vehicles and pedestrians.

 Proposals must provide adequate station parking along
with high levels of parking provision within any residential
scheme.

 Grade II Listed Clock Tower should be preserved and
opportunity taken to ensure that the setting is enhanced
in any future proposal

The site is allocated for 150 residential development as part of a mixed
use development on brownfield land.

 The Council considers that the site will be deliverable within the
periods specified in the housing trajectory.

 The allocation pro-forma supports the development in a manner
that facilitates the delivery of a transport interchange with
improvements to pedestrian interchanges.

 The limited site area will prohibit the provision of extensive areas
for parking. But the emphasis on the developing a working
transport interchange will reduce the need for vehicle parking and
the town centre local will reduce demand from residential.

 The clock tower is identified as a key consideration.

HA2 The majority of respondents objected to the proposals.
Objections to:

 Delivery timescales given the existing land use are
unclear. Access may not be deliverable. The sequential
test has not been applied to the allocation of the site.

 Proposed 150 unit residential units will impact on school
catchment areas for existing residents.

The site is allocated for approximately 150 residential units as part of a
mixed use development on brownfield land.

 The Council is confident that the development can be delivered within
the plan period particularly given that this and other town centre sites
are being promoted as part of the joint venture with Countryside.

 Employment workspace will be included as part of the mixed use
component of future scheme.
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 wastewater network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the
drainage infrastructure may be required. This is a
particular concern in light of the cumulative impact of
HA2: Reform Road and HA5: York Road.

 existing light industrial employment units are likely to be
lost as a result of the development which will be
potentially detrimental to the local economy. Loss of
employment use is considered a potential detriment to
the local economy.

Suggestions for the improvement of the allocation guidance:

 where flood risk is shown as a key consideration the
site pro-forma should detail whether the land is
within Flood Zone 2 or 3. The majority of this site
appears to be located within flood zone 3. It is
unlikely that a mixed use development of 150
residential units, with education facilities and
employment space could by supported by required
flood mitigation measures.

 the change of use from industrial estate to housing and a
landscape buffer offers opportunities to increase
biodiversity.

 Overall need for school places has been taken into account in the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP)

 Developers will be expected to liaise with the utilities companies to
ensure that capacity is developed to cope with the additional
residential units.

 The site proforma notes the need to provide suitable mitigation for
development land located in flood zone 3A. Additionally, flood risk
betterment is required on site incorporating appropriate flood risk
reduction measures and ensuring that the exceptions test is met.

HA3 Support for:

 in favour of retaining the leisure centre in town as a
more accessible location with scope for linked trips.
The leisure centre could be developed within the
town centre by using the bowling alley, with the
residential development could be accommodated at
Braywick.

Site is allocated for residential development of approximately 600 units,
which will only become available, once a new sports and leisure facility is
constructed on Braywick Park.

 The site forms part of the joint venture, and the redevelopment of the
site will ensure a more efficient use of previously development land in
close proximity to Maidenhead town centre.
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Objections to:

 Concern regarding impacts on the GP service

 Sufficiency of parking and the provision of local
highways and community infrastructure provision
required for the additional residents

 number of units proposed on site is too high

 loss of Green Belt at Braywick.

 The redevelopment proposals should consider
biodiversity enhancement and retention of mature
trees bounding the site.

Suggestions for the improvement of the allocation guidance:
Some support providing the principles of the
Maidenhead Waterways Framework SPD are
incorporated.

Several comments on proposed policy IF2 (New Sports and
Leisure Development at Braywick Park).

 The GP surgery is not included in the red line boundary of the site. The
Council will continue to work with the CCG and the surgery to ensure
appropriate solutions to the issues raised can be accommodated,
including an expansion of facilities as appropriate.

 In accordance with Policy SP3 development will be expected to front
onto the waterway, in order to improve the setting of the waterway
and design of the development proposed.

 The guidance requires future development to provide green
infrastructure linking to the existing green and blue infrastructure
network.

HA4
Support for:

 Development of the site for mixed use and the
opportunity to improve access to the high street and
Kidwells Park.

 The owners of part of the site consider the site
capacity should be increased to 310 residential units..

Objections to:

 Concern regarding parking and pedestrian/cycle
routes.

 Biodiversity enhancement should be considered.

 Concern regarding disruption to services with regard

The site is allocated for approximately 240 residential units as part of a
mixed use development on brownfield land.

 The allocation for 240 units is considered appropriate in order to
ensure a sufficient mix of uses is accommodated.

 Site proforma has been amended to require the retention of the Listed
building.

 Cycle and pedestrian routes through the site, including to Kidwells
Park will be enhanced, as required by the site proforma.

 It is anticipated that the existing surface level car parking will come
forward for development prior to the remainder of the site.
Discussions will continue between the Council and BT regarding their
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to services provided by the telephone exchange

 impact on Grade II Listed Reform Church.

land ownership.

HA5 Broadly equal numbers supporting and objecting to the
proposals.

Support for:

 The (partial) landowner confirms that the site is available
for development in the short term.

 Inclusion of criteria retaining the Grade II listed library
within an appropriate setting

 Usage of the Green Way as a route to/from the Town
Centre will increase with development at the ex-park and
ride and relocation of Leisure to Braywick Park.

 The inclusion of a pocket park is very welcome.

Objections to:

 car parking provision

 need to retain community uses on the site

 high number of dwellings proposed.

 Biodiversity should be enhanced by the proposals and
a high quality open space retaining the "damp green
strip" included, not a "pocket park".

 Small office units should be included in the
development mix to support business start ups.

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required. Concern regarding the
cumulative impact of HA2: Reform Road and HA5: York

The site is allocated for approximately 320 residential units as part of a
mixed use development.

 The site forms one of the areas included in the joint venture. The
site is located in a highly sustainable location, which is appropriate
for higher density development.

 New development proposals will be expected to comply with the
Council’s Parking Standards, whilst recognising the proximity to
sustainable modes of transport, notably Maidenhead railway
station.

 The proforma requires the provision of green and blue
infrastructure, including a pocket park is anticipated to provide
high quality public realm. This includes improvements to the
waterways to encourage walking and cycling through the town
centre, including along the Green Way.

 The mixed use development of the site will include employment
floor space to support the viability and vitality of the town centre,
which may include space for business start ups.

 Future development will be expected to enhance the York Stream
by improving its amenity value and accessibility and integrating
waterways into the new development is a key consideration.

 The boundary of the site has not changed.

 Mixed use employment will allow for the development of a range
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Road.

 Development of HA1, HA2 and HA5 will need to minimise
any disruption during construction and ensure that the
railway line remains open at all times.

 The boundary should be extended to make the streets the
boundary so that buildings are not excluded.

 "Mixed use employment" is poorly defined. Does this refer
to residential and office use?

 In accordance with the Maidenhead Waterways
Framework, York Road Bridge needs to be replaced both to
allow narrowboat navigation and to allow continuous
walking and cycling on the Green Way.

Suggestions for the improvement of the allocation guidance:

 Include 1 York Road and the Corner House Pub in the site
allocation.

 Compliance with the principles of the Maidenhead
Waterways Framework SPD;

 Contribute to the implementation of the Maidenhead
Waterway project;

 Provide pedestrian and cycle links through the site to the
Maidenhead Waterway and the town centre;

 Enhance pedestrian and cycle links along the waterway;

 Include a replacement bridge over the waterway at York
Road

of employment uses in conformity with ED1 to allow for a flexible
response to economic requirements.

HA6 High number of people responded to the proposal for the
development.

Support for:

 limited support for the proposals, subject to
infrastructure improvements, which would

This green belt site is allocated for approximately 2000 residential units,
educational facilities (including a primary and secondary school), strategic
public open space (including formal play and playing pitch provision) and
multi-functional community hub.

 The IDP sets out the likely infrastructure to support the cumulative
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significantly boost the supply of housing in the area.
As a Council owned site, the provision of affordable
housing was supported, particularly for social rent.

 Retention of Rushington Copse and other mature
trees on site, together with the provision of green
corridors to ensure that existing populations do not
become isolated, including a suggestion that
Rushington Copse could be designated as a key
wildlife site to prevent over use.

Objections to:

 Number of dwellings proposed for the site was
considered too high, given the on site infrastructure
requirements, the resulting development would be
too dense and not in keeping with the suburban,
green leafy character of the area.

 impact on existing residents surrounding the site was
of concern including impacts on residential amenity,
privacy and house prices

 development to the south of Maidenhead would lead
to coalescence of Maidenhead with Holyport

 the existing highways and community infrastructure
had limited ability to cope with the increased number
of residents and vehicle movements

 loss of Green Belt

 loss of biodiverse, green open space, and impact on
biodiversity.

 loss of the golf course as a community facility and
asset for Maidenhead was also of concern.

 the collective allocation of sites HA6, HA7, HA8 and

development proposed across the borough. Further information
regarding specific on site requirements will developed as the site
comes forward for development. The Council will continue to work
with service providers to assess the infrastructure requirements.

 Policy SP3 supports the use of green corridors through
development as part of an integrated and well connected site.
Specific information regarding biodiversity protection and
enhancement requirements will be progressed as more detailed
assessments are undertaken. The proforma requires the
development of the site to be designed sensitively to conserve the
biodiversity of the area.

 The site proforma requires the design to be sensitive to the
existing properties around the site and the sloping topography, and
to retain existing mature trees, including Rushington Copse.

 The number of dwellings proposed on the site is considered to be
deliverable, including the on site infrastructure required, as
indicated in the IDP. The density of the site will reflect its
sustainable location in close proximity to Maidenhead town centre,
and the railway station. The BLP proposes higher density
development in Maidenhead town centre, in addition to a number
of other sites across Maidenhead and the wider borough.

 The strategic road network provides a durable boundary that
prevents the coalescence of settlements.

 The IDP sets includes a number of schemes that will mitigate the
impact of the development proposed on the local highways
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HA9 on grounds of highways capacity.

 alternative sites to the north of Maidenhead, where
highways networks could be improved, offered a
more appropriate direction of expansion for the town

Suggestions for guidance for future development:

 Include specific biodiversity protection and
enhancement requirements.

 Support for the preservation of the mature trees
bounding the site to preserve the privacy of existing
residents.

network. Further information and assessments will be undertaken
as the site comes forward for development.

 Highways, pedestrian and cycle access to the site will be
considered in relation to HA7 and HA8 to ensure an integrated
approach. The IDP includes further information relating to the
educational facilities which may be provided on site.

 Developers will be expected to liaise with the utilities companies to
ensure that capacity is developed to cope with the additional
residential units.

 The site has been assessed as making a lower or moderate
contribution to all the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of
Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location
it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 The site is expected to provide affordable housing in accordance
with Policy HO3.

HA7 Support for:

 The allocation of HA6 and HA7 are supported. The sites
are available and deliverable for development. The
allocation of 2000 dwellings on the golf course appears
realistic and consistent with the need to balance
environmental impacts against the need to use land
efficiently in such a highly sustainable and accessible
location.

 The parcel controlled by Heyford Developments is
available and deliverable for development within 0-5
years. Suggest that an SPD is produced for the allocation in
consideration of the multiple ownerships within the

This green belt site is allocated for development of approximately 380
residential units.

 The site has been assessed as making a lower or moderate
contribution to all the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of
Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it
is considered an appropriate site for development.

 The number of dwellings proposed on the site is considered to be
deliverable, including the on site infrastructure required, as indicated
in the IDP. The density of the site will reflect its sustainable location in
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allocation. Support the provision of open space on the site
and confirm that areas within the site at risk of flooding
will not be developed and that a number of surface water
drainage strategies could be explored to ensure there
would be no increase in surface water run-off from the
future development.

Objections to:

 the existing highways and community infrastructure's
ability to cope with the increased number of residents
and vehicle movements.

 350 dwellings is considered undeliverable on the site in
consideration of onsite mitigation measures for noise and
air pollution and flooding, habitat and protected species
constraints.

 The site capacity is constrained by noise and pollution
together with ground water and surface water flooding,
which constrains the developable area

 loss of Green Belt land

 flooding concerns for the site

 impact on existing residential properties

 impact on biodiversity

 coalescence of Holyport and Maidenhead

 alternative sites to the north of Maidenhead, where
highways networks could be improved, offered a
more appropriate direction of expansion for the town
and that better use of town centre sites could be
made through high density, high rise development.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 Opportunities for biodiversity enhancements on the
site and potential links the Braywick green space and
Thrift Wood area could be established.

close proximity to Maidenhead town centre, and the railway station.
The BLP proposes higher density development in Maidenhead town
centre, in addition to a number of other sites across Maidenhead and
the wider borough.

 The IDP sets out the likely infrastructure to support the cumulative
development proposed across the borough. Further information
regarding specific on site requirements will developed as the site
comes forward for development. The Council will continue to work
with service providers to assess the infrastructure requirements.

 The IDP sets includes a number of schemes that will mitigate the
impact of the development proposed on the local highways network.
Further information and assessments will be undertaken as the site
comes forward for development. Highways, pedestrian and cycle
access to the site will be considered in relation to HA6 and HA8 to
ensure an integrated approach.

 The site proforma includes various requirements to improve
accessibility, conserve and improve biodiversity, and ensure
development is high quality, as set out in Policy SP3. The topography
of the site will also be taken into consideration in the design of future
schemes.
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 Flooding areas could be adapted to minimise
downstream surges and accommodate wild life in situ
using shallow ponds and reed beds.

 include specific biodiversity protection and
enhancement requirements. Provide , across land
parcels HA6,7,8,9, a green superhighway comprising a
continuous woodland/rough grassland or wild corridor to
enhance biodiversity including under the A 308 road and
linking HA7 to the river known as 'The Cut' on the other
side of the road". Include protected species under key
considerations.

HA8 Support for :

 Masterplanning and capacity analysis of the site has
identified that it can accommodate circa 220 dwellings so
the capacity of the site should be amended to reflect this.
The site is available and deliverable within the early part of
the plan period.

limited, support was given to the development of the
site subject to appropriate highways capacity
increases.

Objection to:

 existing highways and community infrastructure
ability to cope with the increased number of residents
and vehicle movements,

 loss of Green Belt

 flooding concerns

 The existence on the site and across the wider area of
deer, foxes, squirrels, woodpeckers, tits, finches, thrushes,
slow worms and wild orchids need to be taken into

This green belt site has been allocated for development of approximately
220 residential units.

 The site has been assessed as making a lower or moderate
contribution to all the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of
Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it
is considered an appropriate site for development.

 The IDP includes a number of schemes that will mitigate the impact of
the development proposed on the local highways network. Further
information and assessments will be undertaken as the site comes
forward for development.

 Highways, pedestrian and cycle access to the site will be considered in
relation to HA6 and HA7 to ensure an integrated approach. The
proforma also requires improved access through the site to improve
connectivity, including alterations to Harvest Hill Road to facilitate
pedestrian and cycle access.

 The entire site is located in Flood Zone 1. Flooding is therefore not
considered a significant development constraint.
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account.

 Coalescence of Maidenhead and Holyport would
result in the south Maidenhead expansion.

 The level of development proposed for the area is out
of keeping with its suburban character.

 Objection to the collective allocation of HA6, HA7,
HA8 and HA9 on grounds of highways capacity.

 Alternative sites to the north of Maidenhead, where
highways networks could be improved, offered a
more appropriate direction of expansion for the town
and that better use of town centre sites could be
made through high density, high rise development.

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 The site capacity is constrained by noise and pollution
together with ground water flooding, which constrains the
developable area.

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 The pro-forma should be amended to include specific
biodiversity protection and enhancement
requirements.

 opportunities for biodiversity enhancements on the site
and potential links the Braywick green space and Thrift
Wood area could be established.

Some, very

 The development capacity of the site has been assessed with
consideration of the requirement that future development should be
sensitive to the scale and heights of existing properties on Manor Lane
and Kimbers Lane and those granted planning permission on the
former site of Shoppenhangers Manor. The BLP proposes higher
density development in Maidenhead town centre, in addition to a
number of other sites across Maidenhead and the wider borough.

 The strategic road network provides a durable boundary that prevents
the coalescence of settlements.

 Developers will be expected to liaise with the utilities companies to
ensure that capacity is developed to cope with the additional
residential units.

.
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HA9 Support for:

 A range of options are supported by the landowner.

Objection to:

 Existing highways and community infrastructure ability to
cope with the increased number of residents and vehicle
movements.

 the safety of accessing the site; access to the site will need to
be from the A330 unless the A308 (M) is downgraded. The
A330 is considered to operate above capacity at peak times.

 The site is prone to flooding in the western section and is
proposed for 180 residential units. Where flood risk is shown
as a key consideration the site proforma should detail whether
the land is within Flood Zone 2 or 3.

 air and noise pollution

 coalescence of Maidenhead and Holyport

 Alternative suggestions for the site included a hospital, leisure
facilities and commercial use. In spite of short term non
availability because it is required by Highways Agency for
"Smart Motorway" works, this location is more suitable for
Commercial/Light Industrial development, rather than
residential. Many businesses will need to relocate from Boyn
Valley Road, Reform Road etc, and this represents an
opportunity to keep large vehicles away from the Town Centre.

 collective allocation of HA6, HA7, HA8 and HA9 on grounds of
highways capacity. The respondents considered that
alternative sites to the north of Maidenhead, where highways
networks could be improved, offered a more appropriate
direction of expansion for the town.

 Retention of appropriate setting for the Mesolithic Moor Farm
monument is required. Archaeological assessment may be
needed prior to Submission.

It is no longer proposed that this site should be allocated for
residential development.
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 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 Special account should be taken of the copse of ancient
woodland and the existence of kestrel, snipe, rare grassland /
marsh plants such as Mullein and any of the species existing in
the wider area. The existence on the site and across the wider
area of deer, foxes, squirrels, woodpeckers, tits, finches,
thrushes, slow worms and wild orchids need to be taken into
account.

HA10 Very high public response and major template letter.
Support for:

 The allocation from the owners of parts of the site
subject to various suggestions. Including request that
Shorts Waste site is disaggregated from the town centre
allocation as per the neighbourhood plan.

Objection to:

 level of development too high and destroying the semi-
rural character of the area. The number of home proposed
should be reduced to reflect the neighbourhood plan
proposals

 release of the Green Belt; The southern boundary to
Allocation HA10 does not follow the parcel boundary
identified in the assessments. As a result as currently drawn it
provides an illogical boundary which excludes clusters of
existing development and does not follow the “durable
boundaries” identified in the analysis.

 development not in line with the Neighbourhood Plan.
Site pro-forma should be in accordance with the

This part green belt site is allocated for approximately 300 residential
units, plus strategic open space, multi functioning community hub and
small scale retail development to support the Ascot town centre.

 The IDP sets out the likely infrastructure to support the cumulative
development proposed across the borough. Further information
regarding specific on site requirements will developed as the site
comes forward for development. The Council will continue to work
with service providers to assess the infrastructure requirements.

 The part of the site to the south of Ascot High Street has been
assessed as making a strong contribution to preventing settlements
from merging but a lower contribution to safeguarding the countryside
from encroachment in the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study
(2016). The Shorts site which is previously developed land is similarly
assessed.

 The Neighbourhood Plan envisages development for residential and a
range of other uses especially open space, retail and community uses.
Its Policy is to work with the Borough to redraw the Green Belt
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Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 town centre allocation for Ascot not only is Ascot
considered to be a district centre but the level of
development proposed is too high

 The only site supported for development is the Short's
waste site and that should be retained in the Green Belt
for appropriate redevelopment.

 lack of infrastructure delivery plan

 CIL receipts should be retained within the area

 An updated traffic model should incorporate the
impacts of cross border development proposals.

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to
support the demand anticipated and local upgrades
to the drainage infrastructure may be required.

 The Green Belt analysis of the various parcels is
flawed. PDL sites should remain within the Green
Belt subject to appropriate development. Only the
Shorts Recycling site should be included in the BLP but
retained in the Green Belt. Land to the south of the
High Street should remain within the Green Belt.

 Open space should be included as part of the
allocation with the amount specified.

 Reference to a multi-functional community hub
should specify the inclusion of a village square and
community centre.

 The parcel owned by Sole provides more ability to
achieve the necessary vehicular and pedestrian
accesses from Station Hill to serve the wider
allocation and provide convenient links to Ascot

boundary to allow for this land to come forward in the future to meet
community aspirations including retail/community and open space
complementary to Ascot Village proposals, residential development to
match the “leafy residential suburbs” character.

 The Proforma envisages an integrated mixed use development
including all the uses identified in the neighbourhood plan, sensitively
designed to provide quality improvements in the public realm,
especially the high street and which supports the character and
function of the area. Development will be required to respect the
scale and heights of existing properties around the site and taking
account of the sloping topography.

 On site infrastructure provision and facilities to cater for race day
traffic and parking will be a key consideration.

 Biodiversity will similarly be a key consideration with mitigation being
required in respect of the impact on the Thames Basin Heaths Special
Protection Area.

 Developers will be expected to liaise with the utilities companies to
ensure that capacity is developed to cope with the additional
residential units.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of concerns
considered through the application of all development plan policies
including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as part of the
development management process.
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Station
Suggestions to guide future development:

 The proforma should refer to an estimated capacity for the
residential units to ensure that effective use is made of
allocated land, whilst respecting the need to retain open
space and important trees.

HA11 Support for:

 Developer representation supports the proposals and
indicates future development concepts and uses

Objections to:

 lack of infrastructure capacity for the level of
development proposed. Highways and community
infrastructure capacity will require careful consideration
of existing deficits by the IDP

 potential coalescence of Windsor with surrounding
settlements

 loss of green belt and loss of valued green open space

 air pollution and flooding potential

 loss of agricultural land

 number of units too high to permit provision for gardens
and parking. The site capacity is overstated; density
should reflect the existing adjacent development at
25dph. The site capacity is for fewer than 390 dwellings
when the space for the proposed educational facilities
community hub, sports pitches and open space are
included.

 loss of the garden centre

 affordability of housing provided.

 re-prioritisation of previously developed land, vacant

This green belt site is allocated for development of approximately 450
residential units, strategic public open space, formal football and rugby
pitch provision, a multi functional community hub and educational
facilities.

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate or low
contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of
Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable
location it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 Most of the site is either within flood risk 1 or 2 although a small
area along the western edge of the southern area is zoned 3b,
providing a substantial area of land which can be developed
subject to acceptable measures for dealing with surface water..

 The requirements include the provision of enhanced public open
space and playing fields.

 The site is on the edge of Windsor and the assessed capacity of
this site has taken into account the character of development in
surrounding areas alongside the constraints and requirements for
open space etc.

 Existing valuable trees on site should be retained

 Affordable housing will be required in accordance with the
provisions of the BLP.

 National planning policy sets out the relationship between local
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Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

property and higher densities.

 Failure to comply with the Bray neighbourhood plan and
impact on Green Gap policy

 impacts on the Cardinal Clinic, the listed building, local
businesses and the loss of the garden centre as an employer.

 Not all land available for development

 proposals should have regard to the setting of the Grade II*
The Old Farmhouse

 edge of settlement Green Belt analysis is considered to be
incorrect

 site is prone to surface water flooding. Strong support for
open space and on site school provision.

 Biodiversity impact including Great Crested Newts and Great
Water Parsnip

Alternative locations for housing suggested, including:

 Combermere Barracks

 Crown Estate land

 Windsor racecourse land

 development to the east of Windsor

 Broom Farm estate.
Suggestions to guide future development:

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to
support the demand anticipated and local upgrades
to the drainage infrastructure may be required.

 affordable housing is required

 Designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity
in the area, trees and hedgerows."

plans and neighbourhood plans. Because of the importance of
this site in terms of meeting assessed housing need during the
plan period, this site has been recognised a strategic site and
therefore if adopted will have precedence over emerging
neighbourhood plan policies.

 The IDP includes a number of schemes that will mitigate the
impact of the development proposed on the local highways
network. Further information and assessments will be undertaken
as the site comes forward for development.

 The key considerations listed in the proforma for this
development site include:

 Flooding and surface water

 Heritage

 Landscaping

 On site infrastructure provision and phasing

 Highways

 Biodiversity.
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Maidenhead

Site Ref Issues RBWM Council Response

HA12 Objections to:

 density of development now 300 units proposed.

 loss of employment land

 noise impacts on existing residents.
Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 site specific noise constraints for HA12 should be provided.

 access via Silco drive will be required.

 confirmation that access will be allowed on Crossrail sidings.

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand

 add requirement for biodiversity.

This brownfield site is allocated for approximately 240 residential
units.

 The site area now allocated has been reduced to allow
retention of employment on the south western end. The
development capacity has been reduced accordingly.

 Requirement for noise attenuation is included in the proforma.

 Access including pedestrian and cycle access through the site
to the town centre is a requirement.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Biodiversity will be protected by requirements for open space
and green landscaping.

HA13 Objections to:

 lack of information on existing uses

 where flood risk is shown as a key consideration the site
proforma should detail whether within Flood Zone 2 or 3.

 question the deliverability of 30 units given location within
flood zone 3.

This brownfield site is allocated for approximately 40 residential units.
Itis currently not occupied.

 Pro forma includes a requirement for flood risk betterment.

 The site capacity has taken account of the likely flood risk
requirements.

HA14 Support for:

 sustainable location for housing with open space
Objections to:

 proforma should detail whether the land is within Flood Zone
2 or 3.

 flooding effects the site and may impact on viability and
deliverability

 impact on biodiversity and loss of green space.

 loss of playing field.

 wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the

This greenfield site is allocated for development of 60 residential
units.

 Proforma requires provision of open space in areas of the site
prone to flooding.

 The site capacity has taken account of the likely flood risk
requirements.

 Proforma requires retention of mature trees and hedgerows.

 Open space reprovision is identified as a key consideration.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.
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demand
Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 specify requirement to protect biodiversity generally and
especially in relation to the needs of population of
overwintering toads on the site (toads migrate to
Summerleaze Lake to breed). Biodiversity Action Plan should
be required.

 Ecology is flagged as a key consideration for future
development proposals. The proposals have been the subject
of a Habitats Regulations Assessment.

HA15 Objections to:

 the number of dwelling (too high). Originally proposed for 15
maisonettes, permission has been granted for 45 flats over 4
to 5 storeys.

 wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated

 access concerns.

This brownfield site is allocated for development of approximately 45
residential units.

 The proforma identified a requirement to consider sensitively
the privacy and amenity of neighbouring residential
properties.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Access to the site is flagged as a key consideration.

HA16 Support for:

 residential use in view of the surrounding residential land
use; considered available and deliverable at identified
capacity.

Objections to:

 proposed site capacity

This brownfield site is allocated for development of 20 residential
units.

 Site capacity has been assessed taking into account emerging
policies, site context

HA17 Support for:

 proposed development available and deliverable in the short
term.

Objections to:

 to the loss of a successful business park which will affect
deliverability

 density of the proposed scheme

 highway concerns at junction of Holyport Road or Hendons
Way.

This brownfield site is allocated for development of 25 residential
units.

 Site allocated for residential development in order to meet
the assessed need for homes during the plan period. Other
policies will protect employment sites.

 Site capacity has been assessed taking into account emerging
policies, site context and the proforma requirement that the
design reflects the character of the residential area and the
privacy and amenity of neighbouring residential properties.
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Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand

 future development should reflect design and character of
existing homes in the area.

 mature trees should be protected.

 should specify whether a detailed drainage strategy is
required to be submitted with the planning application.

 Access is listed as a key consideration

 Retention of mature trees is required

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Drainage and other issues will be considered as part of the
usual range of concerns considered through the application of
development plan policies as part of the development
management process.

HA18 Support for:

 the allocation as achievable and deliverable for 100 dwellings
and support the relocation of the Thames Hospice to the site
and its inclusion in the allocation.

Objections to:

 part of the site is Grade 1 agricultural land

 the sequential test has no been applied

 site affected by poor air quality

 removal of the site from the green belt resulting in the
coalescence of settlements and loss of the green gap;

 loss of open space and access to the lakes

 proposed density of development is too high with impacts on
the character of the area

 relocation of the hospice is accepted, but additional
development will have adverse impact on Highways

 adverse impact on community infrastructure

 proposals will impact on biodiversity in the area

 the site is affected by flooding from Bray Lake due to Thames
level controls

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 waste water network capacity upgrades are considered
necessary and Detailed drainage strategy should be
required as part of a submission for future development.

This Green belt site is allocated for residential development of 100
residential units with relocation of the hospice.

 The site has been assessed as making a r moderate
contribution to low contribution to the purposes of the Green
Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to
its sustainable location it is considered an appropriate site for
development.

 Proforma includes following requirements and considerations:
o appropriate edge treatment and access to the

permitted path around the lake
o noise from Windsor Road
o sensitivity to long distance views in the design of future

buildings
o retention of existing mature trees particularly at site

boundaries is required.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The list of key considerations includes ecology and protected
species. Therefore these issues will be specifically considered
during the development management processing of any future
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 site provides an opportunity for an office for the parish
council and a community play area.

 buildings should be low profile and designed to mitigate the
impact on long distance views and residents on the main
road.

 public access to Bray Lake should be retained

 traffic management measures need to be considered along
with bus improvements.

 compliance with the principles of the Maidenhead
Waterways Framework SPD.

 provide pedestrian and cycle links through the site, around
the lake to the Bray Cut

 biodiversity requirements should note take account of the
bats found in the TVERC records around Bray Lake, and other
biodiversity, particularly any protected species.

 provision of noise mitigation measures

application for development.

HA19 Support for :

 allocation for 75 residential units as achievable and
deliverable

Objections to:

 impact on adjacent farm, loss of damp meadow habitat to
the detriment of owl and goose populations

 residential capacity in respect of access and flooding
constraints.

 the site may be undeliverable in consideration of flood
constraints.

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 require compliance with the principles of the Maidenhead
Waterways Framework SPD; Contribute to the

This Green Belt site is allocated for residential development for 175
units with provision of plots for self build/ custom build housing

 The site has been assessed as making a lower contribution to
low contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge
of Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable
location it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 Site capacity has taken account to the need to meet the
assessed need for homes during the plan period including
consideration of site constraints and impact of development
on populations of protected species.

 Requirements are specified in in the proforma in regard to:
o flood risk betterment and appropriate flood risk

reduction measures
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implementation of the Maidenhead Waterway project;

 provide pedestrian and cycle links through the site and
alongside the Whitebrook section of the waterway route;

 maximise views to the waterway, areas of public realm
adjoining the waterway and have an appropriate setting on
the waterway.

 design should encourage neighbouring field to be used for
overwintering geese.

 add key considerations of biodiversity, protected species and
trees and hedgerows.

o retention of valuable trees
o design to be of high quality with appropriate edge

treatment and transition to countryside.
o provision of recreational access to the Thames Path
o biodiversity.

HA20 Support for :

 the site available and deliverable within the first five years of
the plan. The site provides suitable access and links to the
wider area and suitable heritage and landscape mitigation
can be provided to deliver a high quality development with a
range of open spaces and community facilities. The robust
boundaries and tree lined section will act to contain a
development while new planting and consideration of
densities will provide a suitable transition to the countryside.

Objections to:

 existing green belt makes a strong contribution to
safeguarding the countryside from encroachment and is
highly visible. Objection to loss of green belt and loss of
separation between settlement from Maidenhead

 brownfield sites in centre of Maidenhead should be
prioritised

 proposals will increase the level of traffic through the village
of White Waltham, when combined with the expected
Crossrail generated traffic flows, this increase is considered
likely to have an adverse impact. The existing local highways

This green belt site is allocated for residential development for 300
units with strategic public open space and sports pitches

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate to lower

contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of

Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable

location it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 The site requirements will require the retention of valuable
trees particularly at the site boundaries as part of a design to
provide an appropriate edge treatment and transition to the
countryside.

 The development will be designed to front onto Woodlands
Park Avenue.

 Although hedgerows are not specifically mentioned, the
proforma requires:

o the protection of trees particularly at the site
boundaries

o the importance of achieving a satisfactory setting to
conserve and enhance the listed building is
acknowledged as a requirement.
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network is unable to accommodate buses.

 impact on community infrastructure; GP services and the
school are at capacity.

 impact on the listed building

 impact on Biodiversity

 adverse impact on the operation of the airfield

 concern for flooding on site. Where flood risk is shown as a
key consideration the site pro forma should detail whether
the land is within Flood Zone 2 or 3.

 it will not be possible to secure safe and suitable access on to
Cannon Lane.

 the site is within Groundwater source protection zone 1.

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 future development of the site should preserve hedgerows
and trees to minimise landscape impacts

 support the recognition of the setting of the complex of
Grade II listed buildings at Lillibrooke Manor.

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated

 add requirement "Designed sensitively to conserve and
enhance biodiversity in the area". Add key considerations:
Biodiversity, Trees and Hedgerows, Protected Species.
inclusion of biodiversity criteria to site pro forma.

 an agricultural land quality survey notes the site is 3b -
moderate quality. Land at Lillibrooke Manor and Ockwells
Manor contain small areas of Grade 2 land which should be
reflected in the site pro forma.

HA21 Support for :
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 residential development, subject to appropriate flood
mitigation and highways capacity improvements

 support the allocation for residential dwellings but object to
the requirement for a secondary school and associated pitch
facilities. Retention of on site community facility and
provision of changes facilities should only be included if
required.

 Studies indicate capacity for up to 500 dwellings. A vision
document including a landscape and visual appraisal and
Green Belt review, concept masterplan, transport appraisal,
flood risk appraisal, hydraulic modelling note, noise
assessment report and secondary education needs briefing
note have been prepared in support of the representation
and are submitted as evidence.

Objections to:

 extent of the proposed development. 300 residential units
and a secondary school are proposed. The eastern section is
prone to flooding. Development of the western section only
may be accepted for development.

 the allocation should be redefined so that the woodland is
excluded from the area of development

 highways and community infrastructure capacity in the local
area

 flooding concerns that cannot be mitigated

 loss of Green Belt and consequent loss of openness and loss
of separation between Cookham and Maidenhead

 The sequential approach to site selection has not been
applied.

 impact on biodiversity

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage

This Green belt site is allocated for residential development for
approximately 300 units along with educational facilities and
associated sports pitches including the existing football pitch and
changing facilities and consideration for provision of a junior football
pitch

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate to lower

contribution to the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of

Settlement Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable

location it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 Flooding and surface water management is flagged as a key
issue. Detailed studies of hydrology will be required in
connection with future development proposals.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and
community infrastructure including schools provision have
been considered as part of the IDP.

 Biodiversity is acknowledged as a key issue for any future
development

 The issue of separation is acknowledged in the requirement
for an appropriate edge treatment and transition from the
countryside

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.
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infrastructure may be required.

 The education needs briefing note concludes that there is no
need for an additional secondary school to serve the local
community should the need arise, then the most suitable
location for such a development would be Maidenhead Golf
Course (HA6).

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 the development to reflect the surrounding existing
developments with regard to building height, density and
open space.

 On site or walking distance provision of education, health
and community needs should be provided.

 Add to the requirements: Compliance with the principles of
the Maidenhead Waterways Framework SPD; Contribute to
the implementation of the Maidenhead Waterway project;

 Provide pedestrian and cycle links through the site and
alongside the Maidenhead Ditch section of the waterway
route; Maximise views to the waterway, areas of public
realm adjoining the waterway and have an appropriate
setting onto the waterway.

 Retention of the copse to maintain biodiversity and conserve
protected species including breeding buzzards – especially
with regard to noise impact.

 The stand of trees / copse should be left undisturbed as it is
home to various protected species. There needs to be a
wildlife corridor from the copse to a suitable point on the
site's perimeter.

 ecological enhancements around the riparian corridor of
Maidenhead Ditch. Sufficient scope for retained and new
habitats for bat populations

HA22 Support for:
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 the site is available and deliverable for the capacity
indicated. Site proforma should all be amended to reflect the
estimation of capacity to aid flexibility. While a small
portion of the site is Grade 2 land such a small site is unlikely
to form a viable agricultural unit in isolation. The site is
privately owned and is not publicly accessible. Therefore
development would not result in a loss of public open space.

Objections to:

 indicated capacity is too high

 the proposals will increase the level of traffic through the
village of White Waltham, when combined with the expected
Crossrail generated traffic flows, is considered too high an
increase.

 impact of development on existing community
infrastructure; local GP services and the school are at
capacity.

 the loss of Green Belt; HA22 is designated as Local Green
Space by the Hurleys and Waltham Neighbourhood Plan

 coalescence of settlements and considered that the
separation of White Waltham, Woodlands Park and Cox
Green should be preserved.

 impact on biodiversity

 loss of open space valued by communities ,

 impacts on operation of the airfield

 the site at Breadcroft Lane is liable to flooding and it will not
be possible to secure safe and suitable access on to Cannon
Lane.

 noise from White Waltham Airfield and the railway line may
impact on capacity

This green belt site is allocated for approximately100 residential units.

 The site has been assessed as making a low contribution to

the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study

(2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it is

considered an appropriate site for development.

 An indicative capacity of 100 residential units is considered
suitable. The indicative site capacity has taken account to the
need to meet the assessed need for homes during the plan
period and create good quality residential environments that
reflects the character of the area on this site.

 Most of this land is classified as grade 2 agricultural land but
has not been farmed for some time.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and
community infrastructure including schools provision have
been considered as part of the IDP.

 There is a requirement that valuable trees be retained on the
site. This is to aid the visual separation of the site from
existing settlements.

 Noise from the railway line is acknowledged as an important
issue for future consideration and there is a requirement for
mitigation measures to be included.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.
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Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity in
the area Provision of Green Corridors in order to enhance
biodiversity and connect any green spaces on site and right
across the site to the land each side (avoid fragmentation).

 key considerations: biodiversity, trees and hedgerows,
protected species.

HA23 Support for:

 the allocation of the site and the scale of development
proposed of 100 dwellings as deliverable. Between 92 and
111 dwelling could be delivered at a medium/low density
residential scheme which provides on site informal open
space. Further flood assessment is being undertaken given
that is understood by the landowners that the existing site
levels are above the level of the lake akin to surrounding
areas outside of zones 2 and 3.

Objections to:

 amount of development in proximity to the lake

 highway capacity

 flooding concerns

 loss of Green Belt leading to coalescence

 impacts on the SSSI,

 impact on biodiversity

 impact on landfill, mineral extraction and flooding impact on
deliverability

 loss of public open space and rights of way a lake side buffer
is preferable to residential gardens down to the Lake.

 a sequential approach has not been demonstrated

This green belt site is allocated for residential development for
approximately 100 residential units.

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate contribution

to preventing sprawl of the built up area but a low

contribution to safeguarding the countryside and purposes of

the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016), and, in

addition to its sustainable location it is considered an

appropriate site for development.

 An indicative capacity of 100 residential units is considered
suitable in order to create good quality residential
environments on the site and to support the character of the
area.

 The proposals have been the subject of a Habitats Regulations
Assessment which has assessed the impact of development on
biodiversity and the SSSI.

 The Council is separately preparing a new minerals and waste
plan which will address the need to protect future minerals
reserves; moreover the existing workings are subject to
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Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 the site is subject to significant flooding from Bray Lake due
to Thames level controls. Where flood risk is shown as a key
consideration the site pro forma should detail whether the
land is within Flood Zone 2 or 3.

 subject to retention of the green gap between settlements,
building should be low profile and designed to mitigate the
impact on long distance views and residents on the main
road.

 public access to Bray Lake should be retained and the
existing footpath adopted as a PROW.

 traffic management measures and junction improvements at
the Bray Roundabout to the junction of Monkey Island Road
are required as although the closure of the Summrleaze
facility will reduce HGV traffic, other vehicle movements will
increase.

 further development to the east of Monkey Island will be
resisted and the development should be landscaped to form
the boundary of the Green Gap.

 special account should be taken of the bats found in the
TVERC records around Bray Lake, and other biodiversity,
particularly any protected species including Pennyroyal
Mentha pulegium in the field adjacent to Bray Pennyroyal
Field SSSI

 request that the site should be renamed "Land West of
Monkey Island Lane" .

 provision of sensitively located buildings along the lakeside
edge should be included within the allocation considerations.

existing planning permissions.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The site proforma notes the need to reduce flood risk.

 Future proposals will need to ensure sensitive design to ensure
that impact on long distance views are and edge treatments
achieve an appropriate transition to the countryside and the
lake.

 Links to the path around the lake must be maintained and
connections made to the public rights of way network.

 Ecology and protected species are specifically flagged as key
issues and there is a requirement for sensitive design to
conserve the biodiversity of the area.
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 key consideration of air quality should be removed.

HA24 Support for:

 the site is available and achievable within five years.
Objections to:

 failure to include biodiversity clauses within the proforma.

 the irregular size and shape of the proposed site boundary
which does not make best use of previously developed land
available for development. The allocation could be increased
from 80 to 130 dwellings through modest changes to the site
boundaries to include all PDL.

 the sequential approach to site selection has not been
applied.

 the current aggregates business is operation. Flooding and
remediation may cause viability and deliverability issues.

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 where flood risk is shown as a key consideration the site
proforma should detail whether the land is within Flood Zone
2 or 3.

 compliance with the principles of the Maidenhead
Waterways Framework SPD; Contribute to the
implementation of the Maidenhead Waterway project;
Provide pedestrian and cycle links through the site and
alongside the Maidenhead Ditch section of the waterway
route; Maximise views to the waterway, areas of public
realm adjoining the waterway.

 provision of Green Corridors in order to enhance biodiversity
and connect any green spaces on site and right across the
site to the land each side (avoid fragmentation) Key
considerations: Trees and Hedgerows, Protected species.

 provision for sensitively located buildings along the lakeside

This Green Belt site is allocated for residential development for
approximately 130 units.

 The site has been assessed as making a low contribution to the

purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study

(2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it is

considered an appropriate site for development.

 The central and southern parts of the site are located in flood risk
3a. The site proforma notes the need to provide suitable
mitigation for development land located in flood zone 3A.
Additionally, flood risk betterment is required on site
incorporating appropriate flood risk reduction measures and
ensuring that the exceptions test is met.

 Conserving biodiversity is identified as a key consideration for any
future development. This may, if appropriate include
maintenance of connections between greenspaces to conserve
biodiversity.

 A requirement for appropriate edge treatment and transition to
the countryside has been included in the proforma.

 The proforma requires the maintenance and protection of the
exiting tree belt around the perimeter of the site but there is no
specific mention of a buffer to woodlands.
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edge should be included
 request that the need for flood betterment and provision of

a buffer to the woodland is removed from the policy
requirements.

Windsor

Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

HA26 Support for :

 support for residential development. But the site
capacity should be increased approximately 90
dwellings.

 support but as the allocation HA26 extended to the
north to include the whole Vale Road Industrial estate,
the site should be allocated for mixed use employment
compatible with residential use and residential
development of approximately 130 dwellings.

Objections to:

 the retention of commercial space for light industrial use
was of concern due to the scarcity of such sites in
Windsor for new housing.

 impact of the development on the highway

 the majority of the site appears to be within flood zone
3. Question the deliverability of 80 dwellings especially if
only part of the site is suitable for building.

 capacity limited by site contamination.

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 disruption and pollution during the demolition and

This brownfield land site is allocated for residential development for
approximately 100 units as part of a mixed use development.

 An indicative capacity of approximately 80 residential units is
considered suitable.

 The BLP needs to balance the need to meet housing need with the
equally important need to ensure that suitable employment premises
are available to meet the needs of the economy.

 The allocations proforma flags the need to achieve flood risk
betterment on site incorporating appropriate flood risk reduction
measures and ensuring that the exceptions test is met. It is not
considered that this will adversely affect deliverability.

 The provision of the community facility on site is a key consideration.

 It is required that pedestrian, cycling and vehicular access is provided
onto Vale Road.
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Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

construction phase should be minimised for existing
residents.

 no concern re wastewater capacity in relation to this
site. But public sewers traverse the site and need for
prior approval for works within 3 meters should be
noted.

 there is an Islamic Prayer Room on site which is required
to be relocated within Windsor as part of the
redevelopment therefore no need for a community
facility on the site.

 access is to be retained through to adjoining land to the
north to allow for flood escape, future development of
the site to the north or retention as commercial uses
providing employment opportunities as appropriate.

 there is no need for public open space on site as there is
extensive public open space adjoining the site on the
Clewer Memorial Recreation Ground. However a play
space set in an area of open space can be supplied.

 contamination on site is not likely to be significant.

 noise will not be a consideration once the site is
redeveloped for residential purposes.

 access is not a key consideration as the access road
already exists and will be upgraded.

HA27 Support for:

 supported the redevelopment of the site for residential
use.

Objection to:

 impact on the SAC

 heritage impacts
Suggestions for guiding future development were:

The site is no longer proposed as a housing allocation
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Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

 no concern re waste water capacity in relation to this
site. Public sewers traverse the site and no building
works will be permitted within 3 metres of the sewers
without prior approval.

 the sensitivity to the Royal Estate Windsor

HA28 Objections to:

 the loss of car parking capacity for the station

 impact on the historic environment and distant views to
Windsor Castle and Home Park

 need to maintain the riverside within the public realm.

 the sequential approach to site selection has not been
applied.

Suggestions for guiding future development were:

 the proforma should reflect the need for the
development of the site to have regard to the setting of
the Windsor Town Centre Conservation Area.

 designed sensitively to conserve and enhance
biodiversity in the area. Add key considerations: trees
and biodiversity.

This brownfield land site is allocated for residential development for
approximately 30 units.

 An indicative capacity of 30 residential units is considered suitable. The
site allocation has taken account to the need to meet the assessed
need for homes during the plan period including consideration of
transport policies such as station parking need.

 Requirements for future development include sensitive design to take
account of distant views including from the Thames and support and
enhance the character of Windsor and the Town Centre Conservation
Area.

 Trees must be retained in order to maintain a green corridor along the
river which will enhance provision for biodiversity in addition to
landscape trees.

HA29 Support for:

 development of the site for housing.
Objections to:

 heritage impact and AQMA may limit deliverability.

This brownfield site is allocated for approximately 35 residential units.

 This indicative capacity is considered suitable taking into account
site constraints including heritage concerns.

 Requirements include the need for sensitive design to take account
of the Inner Windsor conservation area, the Trinity Place and
Clarence Crescent Conservation area and the associated listed and
important non-listed buildings.
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Ascot Sunninghill and Sunningdale

Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

HA30 Support for:

 support the site as deliverable. A site capacity of 50
dwellings is deliverable.

Objection to:

 exceptional circumstances for the removal of the site
from the Green Belt have not been demonstrated .
Release of land from the Green Belt – development
should only accord with what is permitted under green
belt policies.

 indicated capacity for this site is too high and will impact
adversely on the semi-rural character of the area.

 development will adversely impact the existing transport
and education infrastructure which cannot support any
further development.

 site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 redevelopment of the station car park would exacerbate
existing car parking issues in the area.

 the allocation should include small scale retail and a
requirement to improve the pedestrian walkway under
the railway bridge and the drop off circle in front of the
station.

 impact on SPA may require mitigation.

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 CiL receipts should be retained in the area in which they
are generated.

 This brownfield Green Belt site is allocated for 35 residential units
with a requirement to increase the amount of public carparking
currently available.

 The site has been assessed as making a strong contribution to
preventing settlements merging in the green belt purpose analysis
Edge of Settlement Study (2016). The site is however separated
effectively from development to the south by the railway line and
is previously developed land. In addition to its sustainable location
it is considered an appropriate site for development.

 The site allocation has taken account to the policy requirements to
meet the assessed need for homes during the plan period. This
includes consideration of the green belt policies in respect of this site
and consideration of transport policies such as station parking need.

 It is required that future development should be designed to act as a
gateway to Ascot and to ensure that there are quality improvements
to the public realm.

 The design must take account of long distance views and to retain
mature trees to enhance the character of new development

 Enhanced pedestrian and cycle access to and through the station from
Station Hill is required.

 A financial contribution to mitigate the impact on the Thames Basin
Heaths Special Protection Area is required.
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 Neighbourhood plan policies, particularly regarding
design, should be specified within the site pro-forma.  CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure and

the distribution of a share to the community is set through National
planning policy

HA31 Support for:

 the site could accommodate a minimum of 15 dwellings
and is available and deliverable within five years.

Objections to:

 exceptional circumstances for the removal of the site
from the Green Belt have not been demonstrated .
Release of land from the Green Belt – development
should only accord with what is permitted under green
belt policies.

 it would not be possible to establish clear defensible
Green Belt boundaries if the site was removed from the
Green Belt.

 indicated capacity for this site is too high and will impact
adversely on the semi-rural character of the area.

 development will adversely impact the existing transport
and education infrastructure which cannot support any
further development.

 the spatial distribution does not recognise existing
constraints to development

 site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 the level of development proposed for the site to be

This green belt site is proposed for residential development with a limited
capacity of approximately 10 residential units.

 This includes consideration of creating defensible Green Belt
boundaries through the design of future development.

 Design is required to be of a high quality and support the character
of Ascot including long distance views into the sight.

 Valuable trees must be retained including at the boundaries of the
site.

 Impact on highways of future development has been as part of the
traffic impact study.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.
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expressed as a maxima,

 development may impact adversely on the SSSI and
mature trees.

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 CiL receipts should be retained in the area in which they
are generated for local improvement and the
prioritisation of provision of affordable housing on site.

 waste water network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the
drainage infrastructure may be required.

 designed sensitively to conserve and enhance
biodiversity in the area. Add key considerations: Trees
and biodiversity.

HA32 Support for:

 the proposals particularly the restriction of the
allocation to the currently developed area. The NP
supports allocation for residential development in
principle, subject to green belt policies in relation to
previously developed land.

Objections to:

 exceptional circumstances for the removal of the site
from the Green Belt have not been demonstrated and
the contribution to the green belt has not been
adequately assessed.

 it would not be possible to establish clear defensible
Green Belt boundaries if the site was removed from the
Green Belt.

 the proforma should take account of the current
planning application.

 indicated capacity for this site is too high and will impact

This previously developed land in the green belt is allocated for residential
development for 250 in addition to re-provision of hospital facilities on
site.

 The capacity takes account of the requirement to provide on site
public open space, a landscape buffer to the woodland and the
provision of a bespoke SANG to mitigate the impact of residential
development on the Thames Basin Heaths special protection area.
All these factors will have the effect of limiting the overall capacity
of this site and preserving the openness of the area.

 There will be a requirement for future development to enhance
the setting of the scheduled ancient monument through
development of a landscape buffer.

 Impact on highways of future development has been as part of the
traffic impact study.
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adversely on the semi-rural character of the area. The
level of development proposed for the site should be
expressed as a maxima and reduced to circa 175
dwellings to allow provision of adequate parking on site.

 development will adversely impact the existing transport
and education infrastructure which cannot support any
further development.

 site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 provision of SANG and protection of the woodland may
limit deliverability of the site

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 future development should be guided by a
masterplanning approach for the hospital
redevelopment and residential development

 the new GP surgery should not be co-located at the
hospital but consideration should be given to locations
next to the shops to make best use of linked trips

 the gateway location of the site and impact on the street
scene merit specific mention on the pro-forma as per
neighbourhood plan design criteria.

 Scheduled Ancient Monument of Bell Barrow on
Bowledge Hill should be conserved and the setting
enhanced.

 Waste water network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the
drainage infrastructure may be required.

 the proforma should include the mix of housing types,
building positioning should respect the gateway

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Replacement or retained heath facilities should b part of any new
development.

 Conserving biodiversity is identified as a key consideration for any
future development.

 The site is identified in the neighbourhood plan as a potential
development site. The policy intention is to ensure that the areas
which are not currently developed remain subject to the green belt
policies. But to secure as far as possible the continued existence of
health care facilities on the site. Land not required for hospital re-
provision is envisaged as being available for housing subject to a
number of detailed requirements.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy
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location, the need for substantial green landscaping, in
keeping with the overall green and leafy character of the
area.

 Development needs to be designed sensitively to
conserve and enhance biodiversity in the area; provision
of Green Corridors to enhance biodiversity and connect
any green spaces on site.

Add key requirements for trees and biodiversity.

HA33 Support for:

 development of up to 100 units, to include the Manor
House and land to the south west of the Manor House.
The site should be recognised as a major PDL site in the
Green Belt.

Objection to:

 Exceptional circumstances for the removal of the site
from the Green Belt have not been demonstrated and the
contribution to the Green Belt has not been adequately
assessed. Inclusion in the BLP is considered premature.

 Development of the site should support the focus on the
educational and research purposes of the site.

 It would not be possible to establish clear defensible
Green Belt boundaries if the site was removed from the
Green Belt.

Suggestions for guidance of new development:

 The proforma should take account of the current
planning application.

 Indicated capacity for this site is too high and will impact
adversely on the semi-rural character of the area. The site
should be developed for approximately 25 dwellings.

 Development will adversely impact the existing transport

 This previously developed land within the green belt is allocated
for residential development for approximately 75 units .

 The allocated site boundary has altered from the reg 18 plan by the
inclusion of land to the south and exclusion of the main campus
and business park area. The site is therefore now concentrated
around the residential accommodation areas and including Manor
House.

 The capacity also takes account of the requirement to conserve
and protect the setting of the listed buildings, provide on site
public open space, a landscape buffer to the woodland and the
provision of a bespoke SANG to mitigate the impact of residential
development on the Thames Basin Heaths special protection area.
All these factors will have the effect of limiting the overall capacity
of this site and preserving the openness of the area.

 It is required that valuable trees on site should be retained
especially near the boundaries of the site where these will be
important in defining the defensible boundaries of the site and
green belt in the future.

 The proposals have been the subject of a Habitats regulations
assessment which has assessed the impact of development on
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and education infrastructure which cannot support any
further development.

 Site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 The appropriateness of the bespoke SANG is open to
challenge. Provision of SANG and protection of the
woodland may limit deliverability of the site

biodiversity

 Future development will be required to be designed sensitively to
conserve biodiversity in the area as well as to conserve and
enhance the setting of the listed buildings and other heritage
assets.

 The land is identified in the neighbourhood plan. Policies seek to
support the research and business functions by allowing
development, subject to a development brief. The majority of the
site is required to be retained in education and research. This will
be facilitated by the alteration of the site boundary.
Improvements to the environment will also be facilitated by the
proposed residential development.

 A requirement is included in the proforma to provide pedestrian
and cycle links and improve connectivity and a new bridleway.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.

HA34 Support for:

 up to 50 modest homes could be developed on the site
provided these were available as affordable housing to
local people.

 in principle support for inclusion in the BLP but object to
the number of dwellings proposed with Neighbourhood
Plan policies taking precedence in order to ensure
appropriate scale of development to meet local

This previously developed land within the green belt site is allocated for
residential development for 230 units which may include specialist
accommodation for elderly people.

 The capacity also takes account of the requirement to provide on
site public open space, a landscape buffer to the woodland and the
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character and for the built footprint to be set back from
the site boundaries with extensive landscaping. The site
should be developed as appropriate PDL development
within the Green Belt and should not be removed from
the designation. The site was not included in the Edge
of Settlement Analysis and the contribution to Green
Belt has not been assessed.

 site capacity of 250 dwellings. The site proforma should
reflect the suitability of the site for specialist
accommodation for older people in the pro-forma. An
extension to the allocation to include the PDL car park
and a further area reflecting topographical constraints
should be included.

Objections to:

 exceptional circumstances for the removal of the site
from the Green Belt have not been demonstrated and
the contribution to the Green Belt has not been
adequately assessed. Inclusion in the BLP is considered
premature.

 indicated capacity for this site is too high and will impact
adversely on the semi-rural character of the area. The
site should be developed for approximately 25 -30
dwellings at a density of not more than 50dph to reflect
the character of the area.

 The density of the development proposed cannot be
implemented in compliance the Neighbourhood Plan
policy for the development to take the form of Villas in a
Woodland Setting or Leafy Residential Suburbs.

 development will adversely impact the existing transport
and education infrastructure which cannot support any

provision of a bespoke SANG to mitigate the impact of residential
development on the Thames Basin Heaths special protection area.
All these factors will have the effect of limiting the overall capacity
of this site and preserving the openness of the area.

 The suitability of this site for residential development for older
people is acknowledged in the allocation.

 The extent of the site allocation takes into account the sensitive
conservation and heritage issues relating to the balance of the
wider site.

 A bespoke SANG will be created to mitigate the impact of the
development on the Thames Basin Heaths Special Protection Area
including any necessary contribution required to satisfy the Habitat
Regulations.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy

 The site is identified in the neighbourhood plan for redevelopment
with a strong preference for employment provision unless it can be
demonstrated that this would not be viable. Given the suitability
of the site for housing and to meet the assessed need across the
area housing is proposed along with measures to ensure provision
of the environmental benefits also set out in the neighbourhood
plan policies.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
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further development.

 site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 the appropriateness of the bespoke SANG is of
challengeable.

 bespoke SANG should be included in the list of
requirements although a SANG may limit deliverability of
units..

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 Site includes part of the Grade II registered historic park
and garden of Sunningdale Park. Support recognition of
the need to conserve and enhance the historic parkland
and its setting but note that the identified site is actually
within the registered parkland.

 Waste water network capacity may be unable to support
the demand anticipated and local upgrades to the
drainage infrastructure may be required.

plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy

HA35 Support for:

 While recognising the need for new homes, it is
considered that the spatial distribution does not
recognise existing constraints to development.

 Site capacity of up to 80 dwellings is deliverable within five
years. The requirement for tree retention should be subject to
appropriateness of retention in view of quality and value of the
tree.

Objections to:

 level of development too high and destroying the semi-
rural character of the area

 any future development should be sensitive to green belt

This site is allocated for residential development on brownfield land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 53 units on this
brownfield site. This has taken into account the character of the
surrounding area and site constraints such as existing mature
trees.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy
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character

 development not in line with the Neighbourhood Plan
town centre allocation for Ascot.

 CiL receipts should be retained in the area in which they
are generated

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 Site pro-forma should be in accordance with the
Neighbourhood Plan particularly with regard to detailed
design policies.

 The number of units could be increased subject to access to
Cavendish Meads and Bridge Road being secured.

 The neighbourhood plan indicates this as a development site
subject to detailed requirements regarding traffic impact, a mix of
dwellings across the site, open space, pedestrian and cycle route
provision and other matters to be developed through a
development brief.

 The proforma requires the provision of vehicular access plus
pedestrian and cycle access to Bridge Road and High Street

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.

HA36 Support for:

 The site allocation should be for car parking and small
scale retail as well as residential development to be
consistent with the pro-forma for Ascot Station Car
Park. Provision of open space should also be
included.

 Land to the west of HA36 site is promoted as a logical
extension to the Broomhall car park redevelopment
for 55 units. The Site requirements for HA36 are not
considered deliverable without allocation of this
adjacent parcel. The requirements for on site parking,
retail units, enhanced vehicle access and SANG
provision will need to be reviewed without allocation
of the adjacent land.

This site is allocated for residential development on brownfield land..

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 28 units on this
brownfield site. This has taken into account the proximity to
Sunningdale station and also the constraints including the
requirement that the amount of public carparking currently
available should be increased over and above the amount that
would normally be required to serve the new residential and
employment space

 This site is identified in the neighbourhood plan as providing a potential
opportunity to support the district centre through a mixed use
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Objections to:

 level of development too high and destroying the
semi-rural character of the area

 release of the Green Belt has not been justified

 the development would not be in line with the
Neighbourhood Plan policies

 Retention of CIL receipts in the local area

 concerned with the ability of the highways and
community infrastructure to cope with the proposed
level of development

 The level of development proposed for the site should
be expressed as a maxima.

 Concern about the impact on car parking provision in the
local area

 Car parking and small scale retails and public open space
should be included.

 Provision of SANG may limit deliverability of the site

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 the site would be more appropriately used for a new
GP surgery.

 No concern regarding wastewater infrastructure capacity
in relation to this site

development including small retail units, housing and a medical facility
and providing design excellence reflecting the local character..

 Future development is required to be designed to a high standard which
supports the character and function of the area and particularly to take
account of the views of the site from Chobham Road. Character and
appearance of Sunningdale is listed among the key considerations.

 Mature tress on the north west boundary are to be retained.

 There is no requirement for SANG provision, but development should
include a financial contribution to mitigate the impact of residential
development on the Thames Basin Heaths special Protection Area.

 The development must ensure that small retail units are provided onto
London Road to support the local centre with no loss of retail floorspace.

 Enhanced vehicular entrance should be provided.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

HA37 Objections to:
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 level of development too high and destroying the
semi-rural character of the area

 release of the Green Belt has not been justified

 the development would not be in line with the
Neighbourhood Plan policies

 Retention of CIL receipts in the local area

 concerned with the ability of the highways and
community infrastructure to cope with the proposed
level of development. The number of dwellings proposed
will jeopardise the safe operation of the single land access
and junction with the A30.

 The level of development proposed for the site should
be expressed as a maxima.

Suggestions for guiding future development:

 Add requirements ;Designed sensitively to conserve and
enhance biodiversity in the area. Provision of Green
Corridors in order to enhance biodiversity.

This site is allocated for residential development for 37 units on
residential garden land.

 Future development is required to be designed to a high standard
which supports the character and function of the area particularly
at the site boundaries where retention of valuable is a particular
requirement.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 CIL payments are an important means of funding infrastructure
and the distribution of a share to the community is set through
National planning policy

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through
the traffic impact study.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including the neighbourhood plan for this area, as
part of the development management process.

Other areas

Site Ref Issues RBWM Council response

HA38 Support for:

 Developer support for delivery up to 40 to 50 dwellings within
five years

 proposal makes best use of previously developed land, will

This site is allocated for residential development for approximately 40
units on brownfield land.
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"improve a scar on the landscape"

 capacity could be increased by extension of the site to the
adjacent garages.

Objection to:

 the allocation due to the detrimental impact on the village
character of Cookham

 inability of highways and community infrastructure capacity to
cope with proposed development . Walking distance provision
of education, health and community needs should be
provided.

 biodiversity concerns

 Contaminated land may impact on the number of dwellings
deliverable on the site.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 proposed development must reflect the character if the
village.

 Waste water network may not be able to support demand
anticipated

 Site allocation pro-forma should require the development
to reflect the surrounding existing developments with
regard to building height, density and open space. Sewer
capacity constraints should be resolved.

 Designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity
in the area Provision of Green Corridors in order to
enhance biodiversity. Add key considerations: Trees and
hedgerows and Biodiversity

 Future development will be required to be designed to reflect the
character of the area and have an appropriate relationship with
adjoining land uses.

 Potential contamination is a key consideration and future
proposals must provide an appropriate solution for this. Mature
trees and hedgerows are required to be retained on site to both
mitigate the impact of development and to provide an
environment for wildlife.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through
the traffic impact study.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

HA39 Support for:

 Development regretfully accepted subject to protection of
residential amenity of Strand Park. Design should reflect
Strand Park.

 The site allocation is supported for residential units. The site is
particularly suitable for mobile homes which can support the
needs of older people.

This site is allocated for residential development for 20 units on Green
Belt land.

 The site has been assessed as making a lower contribution to the

purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016),

and, in addition to its sustainable location it is considered an

appropriate site for development.
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Objections to:

 detrimental impact the high level of development proposed for
Cookham will have on the village character due to the and the
lack of highways and community infrastructure capacity in the
local area. On site or walking distance provision of education (
primary school) , health and community needs should be
provided

 Loss of Green Belt, loss of green open space contribute to
coalescence of Cookham and Maidenhead

 sewer capacity

 Biodiversity impact concerns were raised with regard to toads
and slow worms on site

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 Flooding concerns.
Suggestions to guide future development:

 The site is particularly suitable for mobile homes which can
support the needs of older people.

 Site allocation proforma should require development to reflect
the existing dwellings on the adjacent Strande Park and the
resolution of all flood risks.

 A full biodiversity survey should be undertaken with special
account taken of the glow worms on site. Their presence also
indicates a high quality grassland habitat that may also
harbour protected species. Provision of Green Corridors in
order to enhance biodiversity. Add: Key considerations: Trees
and Hedgerows, Biodiversity, Protected Species

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 20 residential
units. The design of future development is required to ensure that
it provides a suitable edge treatment and transition into the
countryside.

 Valuable trees, particularly those at the periphery of the site
should be retained.

 Achieving an appropriate scale of development is noted as a key
consideration for future development.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through
the traffic impact study.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies including housing mix and the protection of
biodiversity and the conservation of any protected species as part
of the development management process.

HA40 Support for:

 Allocation is supported. Phase 1 Ecology survey indicates no
notable or protected species on site however the northern and
western boundary hedges/tree belts should be retained to
provide green corridors. Trees will be retained as none

This site is allocated for residential development on Green Belt land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 200 residential

units having taken into account the site constraints and the

character of the area.
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represent constraints to development. Existing highway
capacity exists to support the development. Development will
be in Flood zone 1 with the incorporation of SUDs features.

Objections to:

 level of development proposed for the Cookhams is too high.

 Impact of development on highways and community
infrastructure capacity especially given need for additional
education and health provision

 unsuitability of the narrow lanes for increased vehicle
movements

 the loss of green, open space and potential coalescence of
Cookham with Maidenhead. Impact on the openness of the
Green Belt.

 the proposals would be damaging to the character of the
Cookhams as they have historically been a collection of villages
separated and characterised by green, open space.

 re-use of vacant properties and brownfield land should be
prioritised over Green Belt release. Less sensitive Green Belt
locations would be preferable.

 flooding and sewer capacity concerns

 Biodiversity impact on protected species including bats.

 Retention of mature trees and hedgerows with the
development, surface water flooding and preservation of
Grade 2 and Grade 3 agricultural land may affect deliverability
of the number of dwellings proposed.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 pro-forma should require the development to reflect the
surrounding existing developments with regard to building
height, density and open space.

 On site or walking distance provision of education, health and
community needs should be provided.

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate contribution to

the purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study

(2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it is considered

an appropriate site for development.

 Future development will be required to be designed sensitively to
be of a high quality which supports and enhances the local
character of the area.

 In particular it is required that the edge treatment and transitions
to the countryside should be treated sensitively, open space should
be provided on site and opportunities taken for structural planting
which will provide a more open character.

 Flooding issues relate to surface water management and is listed in
the key considerations.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Conservation and Enhancement of biodiversity is a also listed as a
key consideration.

 Provision of connections to the public rights of way network are
required as are pedestrian and cycleway paths through the site.
These will also provide green corridors for wildlife.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through
the traffic impact study.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies as part of the development management process.
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 The site should follow or be developed concurrently with
HA38. Wide grass verges should be included adjacent to the
main road.

 Improvement of the village gateway. Link to community
benefit should be explored.

 Provision for additional primary school capacity in the village
should be demonstrated

 Highways capacity within the village would need to be
addressed

 Designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity in
the area Provision of Green Corridors in order to enhance
biodiversity. Add key considerations: Trees and Hedgerows,
Biodiversity, Protected Species.

HA41 Support for:

 Supporting Representation. Mix of uses to be determined
with RBWM. M4 upgrade will not affect site deliverability.
Flexibility required in development mix to make best use
of land. Site may accommodate an alternative link road
avoiding the level crossing. Pooled funding from all
development in the local area for infrastructure is
required. Education provision contributions should be
pooled from all allocations in Datchet

Objections to:

 Loss of Green Belt land; failure to demonstrate consideration
of sequential testing.

 Cumulative level of development proposed for Datchet was
too high with negative impact on the character of the village

 Impact on highways ( frequent tailbacks through the village
impact on level crossings)and community infrastructure
capacity especially health provision.

 flooding concerns both for the proposed residents and the

This site is allocated for residential development as part of a mixed
development on Green Belt land. Educational facilities that may include
an extension to Churchmead secondary school or relocation of other
educational facilities are proposed.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 175 residential
units.

 The site has been assessed as making a lower contribution to the

purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016),

and, in addition to its sustainable location it is considered an

appropriate site for development.

 Flooding is notes as a key consideration. The north west art of this

parcel of land is within flood zone 3a and therefore development

should be focussed away from this area.

 Proposed future development is required to be of a high quality
that will support the character of the area. It is required that
mature trees particularly at the site boundaries should be retained.
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implications for existing residents due to water displacement.
Future development should take await completion of the flood
alleviation schemes.

 Question deliverability of 175 dwellings where there appears
to be no ability to provide a safe access route in a flood event.

 Air pollution and noise concerns for the proposed residents
and as a result of increased traffic and potential expansion at
Heathrow.

 A primary school could be provided within the grounds of
Churchmead School further from the M4 with alternative
access.

 Provision of a bypass on HA41 and HA42 would benefit the
village

 Sequential approach to site selection has not been
demonstrated. Flooding, preservation of Grade 1 agricultural
land, air quality and noise pollution may affect deliverability of
the number of dwellings proposed.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 Waste water network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required especially in light of cumulative
impact from HA41 and HA42.

 Housing mix should be specified by the policy.

 Add to proforma: Allocated parking for each dwelling,
retention of the tree belt to the north and west boundary,
flood mitigation features.

 Add key considerations: Provision of Green Corridors in order
to enhance biodiversity. Trees and Hedgerows, Biodiversity,
Protected Species.

 Suggestion for masterplanning of all Datchet sites (HA41,42
and 43)

 Other measures should also be provided to mitigate noise and
protect residential amenity and enhance the character of the
future development. It is likely that the proposed employment
uses will help to provide separation from the motorway.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through
the traffic impact study.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of
concerns considered through the application of all development
plan policies as part of the development management process.

HA42 Responses generally similar to HA41 and 43 – Datchet sites with This site is allocated for residential development on Green Belt Land.
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similar issues being raised as objections and suggestions for
guiding future development.

Support for:
Following recent site acquisition the site owner confirm that the
site is available and achievable for residential uses. Mitigation of
flood risk will adversely impact provision of alternative uses (
employment) or educational facilities on site.. A financial
contribution towards the existing primary and secondary school is
considered preferable. Further technical studies will be
undertaken with regard to the key considerations identified on the
pro forma.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 175 residential
units taking into account the site constraints and the character of the
area..

 The site has been assessed as making a moderate contribution to

preventing the unrestricted sprawl of the built up area but a lower

contribution to other green belt purposes in the Edge of Settlement

Study (2016), and, in addition to its sustainable location it is

considered an appropriate site for development.

 The entire site is within flood risk zone 2 and therefore flooding is a
key consideration in any future development.

 In addition to the key considerations and specific requirements
mentioned in respect of HA41, the key considerations for this site
include:

o the opportunity to link Slough Road and Riding Court Road
o heritage
o air quality and noise.

HA43 Responses generally similar to HA41 and 43 – Datchet sites with
similar issues being raised as objections and suggestions for
guiding future development. Additional matters raised are listed
below.

Support for:

 Sequential approach to flooding demonstrates that no
alternative sites at lower risk of flooding are available to
accommodate the proposed development. Agricultural
classification is 3b not Grade 1. Land to the south of the

This site is allocated for residential development for approximately 100
units on Green Belt Land.

 The site has been assessed as making a low contribution to the
purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016),
and, in addition to its sustainable location it is considered an
appropriate site for development.

 The north west portion of the site is in flood zone 2 although other
parts of the site are flood zone 3a and the whole site is susceptible
to ground water flooding. The assessed capacity of the site takes
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proposed allocation should be also be included.

Objection to:

 Site is within Flood Zone 3. Concern that future proposals
ensure that the proposed route for the flood relief channel
between Datchet and Wraysbury is protected together with
other land necessary for strategic flood risk relief.

 Car parking concerns especially linked to loss of on site car
parking for Eton End School.

account of the limited area available for development and the
need to provide flood risk mitigation as part of a future proposal.

In addition to the key considerations and specific requirements mentioned
in respect of HA41, the key considerations for this site include:

o Design
o Access
o Noise
o flooding

HA44
Support for:

 Site capacity should be viewed as a minima. The site is
available and fully deliverable within 5 years.


Objections to:

 Smaller brownfield sites should be prioritised ahead of Green
Belt release.

 The site will be under the flight path for the proposed third
runway at Heathrow. The new development would not benefit
from the offer of 125% compensatory home purchase.

 Access to the site should not be via Horton Road as this would
isolate the new residents from adjacent communities.

 biodiversity considerations are not included in the pro-forma

 The development would lead to excessive traffic movements
through the village.

 Highways and community infrastructure capacity has not been
assessed in support of the proposal. The existing doctors
surgery is at capacity and no suitable premises have been
found which will lead to relocation outside of the village.

 The site would be unlikely to contribute to the precept for the
Parish.

 Smaller brownfield sites should be prioritised ahead of Green

This site is allocated for residential development on Green Belt Land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 100 residential
units taking into account the character of the area and site constraints.
. Green Belt policies have been fully considered along with other policy
requirements including the prioritisation of brown field sites.

 The Government’s draft National Planning Policy Statement covering
the expansion of Heathrow Airport has not been finalised, therefore
the effect of possible flight paths are noted but cannot be given weight
at this time.

 The impact of proposed development on utilities and community
infrastructure including schools provision have been considered as
part of the IDP.

 Traffic impact of future development has been assessed through the
traffic impact study.

 Contributions to the parish precept are not a matter for planning
consideration

 Key considerations for future development include the following:
o Design
o Access
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Belt release.

 Parking and air pollution concerns from increased vehicles
movements.

 Sequential approach to site selection has not been
demonstrated. Flooding may affect deliverability of the
number of dwellings proposed.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 No concerns re wastewater network in relation to this site

 Support for recognition of the need to conserve and enhance
the setting of Grade II listed Mildridge Farmhouse Affordable
housing levels should be high and design should reflect the
area.

 Designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity in
the area Provision of Green Corridors in order to enhance
biodiversity. Add key considerations: Trees and Hedgerows,
Biodiversity, Protected Species.

o Noise
o Topography
o Biodiversity.

 Other issues will be considered as part of the usual range of concerns
considered through the application of all development plan policies as
part of the development management process.

HA45 Support for:

 the allocation of the site. Independent HRA screening supports
mitigation measures proposed by the RBWM HRA Screening.

Objections to:

 biodiversity considerations not being included in the pro-
forma.

 Design of the whole development should reflect the
surrounding area regardless of tenure.

 Objection to the design of the affordable housing
Suggestions to guide future development:

 No concerns re wastewater network in relation to this site.

 Add requirements: Designed sensitively to conserve and
enhance biodiversity in the area Provision of Green Corridors

This site is allocated for residential development for approximately 27
units on Green Belt Land.

 The assessed capacity for this site has been assessed taking into
account the site character and constraints.

 This site is considered to make a low contribution to the purposes of
the green belt and is in a sustainable location for development.

 Design of future development is required to be of a high quality which
supports the character of the neighbouring residential units.

 There is no specific design requirement for affordable housing.

 Access to the reservoir east of the site is to be restricted in order to
protect its status as an important wildlife site and impact on wildlife is
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in order to enhance biodiversity. Add key considerations: Trees
and Hedgerows, Biodiversity, Protected Species.

listed as a key consideration in the proforma.

HA46 Support for:

 Residential infill at this site
Objections to:

 The whole of this site appears to be located within flood zone
3. It is unlikely therefore that a development of 20 residential
units could by supported by required flood mitigation
measures.

 Where flood risk is shown as a key consideration the site
proforma should detail whether the land is within Flood Zone 2
or 3.

 Sequential approach to site selection has not been
demonstrated.

 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 Designed sensitively to conserve and enhance biodiversity in
the area Provision of Green Corridors in order to enhance
biodiversity. Add key considerations: Trees and Hedgerows,
Biodiversity, Protected Species

This site is allocated for residential development on brownfield land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 11residential
units. The assessed site capacity takes into account the feasibility
of providing flood risk measures, but the detail of this will need to
be examined during the development management consideration
of any future proposal.

 The requirements for future development include achievement of
flood risk betterment on the site incorporating flood risk reduction
measures and ensuring that the exceptions test is met.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

 Other issues such as design to conserve biodiversity will be
considered as part of the usual range of concerns considered
through the application of all development plan policies as part of
the development management process.

HA47 Support for :

 Infill residential development

Objections to:

 Where flood risk is shown as a key consideration the site
proforma should detail whether the land is within Flood Zone 2
or 3. Objection from Environment Agency Due to the lack of
safe access and egress route.

 It is unlikely therefore that a development of 11 residential
units could by supported by required flood mitigation
measures.

The site is allocated for residential units on brown field land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 11residential
units. The assessed site capacity takes into account the feasibility
of providing flood risk measures, but the detail of this will need to
be examined during the development management consideration
of any future proposal.

 The requirements for future development include achievement of flood
risk betterment on the site incorporating flood risk reduction measures
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 Wastewater network capacity may be unable to support the
demand anticipated and local upgrades to the drainage
infrastructure may be required.

 Sequential approach to site selection has not been
demonstrated

and ensuring that the exceptions test is met.

 Waste water capacity will require detailed negotiation with
infrastructure provider.

HA48 Support for:

 The allocation is supported but a wider site, capable of
accommodating 30 to 35 dwellings is available. Adjoining
landowners support inclusion of the wider site for
comprehensive development.

Objections to:

 The site will be subject to significant noise from aircraft
operating at a height of 75-90metres approximately half a
kilometre away following the end of the Cranford agreement.

 The site is not deliverable within the plan period.

 Biodiversity considerations have not been included in the pro-
forma

 The design should be sensitive to the lakeside SSSI which
should be removed from the allocation area.

 Wraysbury has experienced serious flooding. Parts of the site
are within flood zone 3a. The remainder of the parcel is in
flood zone 2 and the whole parcel susceptible to ground water
flooding. Mitigation measures will be required which will
significantly limit the developable area of the site.

 Sequential approach to site selection has not been
demonstrated. Flooding may affect deliverability of the
number of dwellings proposed.

Suggestions to guide future development:

 No concerns regarding wastewater infrastructure capacity.

 Support the requirement to conserve and enhance the setting
of Grade II listed Tithe Farm Cottage Farmhouse.

The site is allocated for residential units on brown field Green Belt land.

 The assessed capacity for this site is approximately 30 residential
units. The site boundary has been extended to include the
adjoining land to the west to allow for a more comprehensive
development.

 Although some areas in the eastern part of the site are in zone 3a,
most of this site lies within flood risk 2 zone. The assessed site
capacity takes into account the feasibility of providing flood risk
mitigation measures, but the detail of this will need to be
examined during the development management consideration of
any future proposal.

 This site was assessed as making a lower contribution to all the
purposes of the Green Belt in the Edge of Settlement Study (2016),
and, in addition to its sustainable location it is considered an
appropriate site for development.

 It is required that future development should conserve and
enhance the setting of the nearby listed buildings

 The site area does not include the special protection area.
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